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1843-1993
THE TRADITION CONTINUES...
"N" MOVIN' IN

SAYIN' GOOD-BYE
THEY’RE NOT PEOPLE... THEY’RE FROSH
FIELD DAY !?!

ORIENTATION '92
Best male frosh: "JESUS"
Best female frosh: Lindsay McLaughlin
Best female leader: Shannon Fitzpatrick
Best male leader: Jeremy Moore

This year's orientation week started a day earlier to help settle in all the new country club members. After a day of academic orientation, the frosh were divided into their respective countries of origin. The week consisted of Gaiter Gardens, Casey Jones, Field day, Comedians from Yuk Yuk's and Rez Crawl. It was a week full of traditional Bishop's spirit and meeting new friends which would last a lifetime. Congratulations to BARBADOS who oozed spirit all week!! Thanks to everyone who helped make orientation 92 a great success!

Kathy Dayholos and Chris Miller
Orientation Chairpersons '92
WORDS FROM THE WISE......

Bishop’s University has been a place to grow and learn for the past one hundred and fifty years. Personal, caring and
renewed for school spirit are characteristics that Bishop’s is proud to boast.

Bishop’s “global reputation” brings students from around the world together to enjoy both the intimate and social atmos-
phere of Lennoxville which contributes to the “Bishop’s Experience”. Although many of students come from very “dis-
tinct” backgrounds, once at Bishop’s, they all share a common bond. This is an invaluable quality which helps to make
Bishop’s unique from many other universities.

A wise man once said, there are many things to be learned both inside and outside of the classroom; there is no better
place than Bishop’s to participate in extracurricular activities. From the many clubs and associations to the varsity and
intra-mural athletic teams, Bishop’s has something to offer everyone. The “education” here at Bishop’s definitely does not
end in the classroom.

Aside from the physical changes to the Bishop’s campus, the growing interest in Bishop’s will help to make us ready for
the next one hundred and fifty years. Undoubtedly a century and a half of traditions, history and graduates will never be
forgotten; coupled with strong and active future Bishop’s students they will combined pave the way for prosperous
longevity! Students will be proud to share in the tradition of the name - Bishop’s University!

Best Wishes to all graduating and returning students!!

Sincerely,

Chad Schella
S.R.C. President

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL 1992-1993

Back row (l to r): Dereck Colfer (student-at-large), Grant Aberdeen (student-at-large), XXXX Bruce Levine (student-at-large), Mike Adlard (V.P. Internal Affairs),
Bill Starr (V.P. Academic Affairs), Chad Schella (President), Sean Schurr (student-at-large). Front row (l to r): Sandra Sullivan (Social Science Senator), Brigitte
Fabi (student-at-large), Conni Battista (Business Senator), Cathy Cummings (Director of Finance), Kathy Cassidy (V.P. Public Affairs), Helen Bakas (Humanities
Senator), Jen Hartley (student-at-large).
One hundred and fifty years ago a petition was circulating that would have a profound impact on all of our lives. That was the one that led on December 9 of 1843 to the establishment of "Bishop's College". Much more than the name has changed since then, and you have all been a vital part of the most recent evolution of this venerable institution.

So as you go forth, it is a pleasure to thank you for all you have accomplished while here and to wish you every success in the future. As our sesquicentennial class you are vintage!

Hugh M. Scott
Principal

The experience of living in this university community - an immersion of intellectual challenge, rapid personal growth and lots of fun - has left you changed forever. I know it has me! You've had a full educational experience. You've lived Bishop's and you've flourished. You've made friends for life. The memories you carry with you, the feelings elicited as you review this yearbook all form a rich and meaningful foundation on which to greet the rest of your life. You're about to embark on a voyage through the uncertain waters of the economy and the uncharted territories into which your aspirations will take you. Look often at these photographs, at the words in this yearbook. Draw from the confidence, energy and commitment that they represent. If you've graduated from Bishop's, you are well-prepared. You can do it - no matter what the challenge! - And thanks for leaving Bishop's a finer place. You, the students, are what Bishop's is all about. Good luck in your future!

Tom Nowers
Dean of Student Affairs
WINTER CARNIVAL-SKI DAY
BISHOP'S BEAUTIFUL BODIES
Bishop's Drama Presents

SISTERS

By Wendy Lill

Studio Theatre

October 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24 At 8:00 pm

Tickets $5

Tel.: 622-9692
The Jewish Wife

(front) Ian Gaskell, James Duncan, Bradley Brake, Laura Calver (S.M.).

(left to right) Joe Schindt, Siebham O’Connor, Robin Black, Grahm Price (director), Kristen O’Connor.

Erica Naish (director), Jen Jones, Fiona Carver, Tanya Aposilitis, Val Reimis.

NIGHT ‘A’

The Real Inspector Hound

Theatre Activ
BU Drama 93

January 26 27 28 29
30 31

Limited Seating
Studio Theatre 8th

\$5.00

822-1672
Pentimento


Micheal Medland (director), Kathy Guerin, John Rolland, Bill Duncan, Veronica Good, Maureen McNeilly, Steve Norris, Alicia Dart, Maryanne Sherrer.

Machinal


All Shook Up

THEATRE ACTIV

BU DRAMA

JANUARY 26, 27, 28, 29
30, 31

LIMITED SEATING
STUDIO THEATRE 8TH
5$
Danny and the Deep Blue Sea

(back) Dave Snellgrove (director). (front) Kate Huntington, Sara Wilvert, John Murray.

(right side up) Mark Paton, Graham Douglas (director), Lainey Bates. (upside-down) Liz DiFrancesco.

Tom Bailey (director), Jamie McIntyre, Renee Daniell Racine, Craig Rowan, John Rolland, Devin Judge, Michael Duehnart, Christine Bellamy.

Gillian Skupa, Shanno Wall, Martha Ham, Matt Moreau (director), Sally Colwell (director).
A FLEA IN HER EAR

French farce by George Feydeau
presented by Bishop's Theatre Dept.

March 11-15, 1993
NORTON HALL

Things just keep rockin' along here at Party central (that's Norton Hall for all you parents). There's been tons of action to keep us (and the residents) busy: notable among these being a crazy frosh week, lots of fire alarms, our incredible dress-to-impress party and our upcoming, not-to-be-missed formal.

What a strange trip it's been ....

Love always,
Nicole, Kelly, Derek and Bruce.
How would you describe Pollack Hall? (Pollack chicks answer the big question ...)

"I laughed I cried, it became a part of me! It's homey. It's close to classes ... outta bed at 8:20 and still make it to class. Nice and small. It's better than MacKinnon. FEMALE BONDING! We have baths which I love. Lots of girls. It echoes. It's only a building, it's the people who make the difference. I wish there were more boys! You can walk around in a towel comfortably. GOSSIP HEADQUARTERS! Loud ... clean, smells nice. Safe, fun and friendly. We're a little family. Perpetual PMS. The slumber party that never ends ... My curlers haven't been turned OFF since I got here. It's too close to the library ... I can't sleep at night! We party in Norton, but we live in Pollack.

It's good. Don't have to worry what you look like all the time. It has a learning atmosphere ... no! It's a bunch of chicks who sit around in small rooms, smoking, talkin' and playing euchre. Hard beds. Lots of fire alarms. People fold your laundry instead of stealing it. Communal washrooms ... like going to the bathroom in a mall. Male bashing, yeah, yeah, like it, like it! It has no kitchen. We're close."

That's about it ... it's all we can think of for now.

P.S. DEEP THOUGHT FROM POLLACK:

"Sometimes I get the urge to study. But then I lie down and the feeling goes away ..."
R.A.'s: Erin MacDowell and Thomas Geniole.
Bishop’s residents beware the rez of the wild and living. An eclectic mixture of piojs, academics (not) and fresh frosh made Munster an interesting way of life. Munsterites came as sexy as they dared and shed mid-riff clothing in their plights for the truth, justice and the new side way of life. Main corrupters, P.C. and Kat helped their residents to find lasting spiritual enlightenment while still making their 8:30’s. It’s a dangerous lifestyle, but someone has to live it.

Blocks 1 and 2: Back row (l to r): Paula Scotland, Ben Teh, Renée Racine, Geoff Eby, Andrew Cambell, Michael Ebert, Corey Couper, Sarah Shanks, Barry Friedburg, Jean-Clement Ngouandja. 3rd row (l to r): Tracy Finlayson, Elif Bozkurt, Dathleen Beauchamp, Shannon Coyne, Christa Cambell, Kristen Gibson, Tara Brien, Carla Jones, Nancy Hanna. 2nd row (l to r): Kristie Dease, Lorena Asmus, Lisa Stafford, Rick Wong, Jose Gilles. Front row: Doug Wallace, KAT.

Blocks 3 and 4: Back row (l to r): Jamie Forsyth, Tasia Lazaros, Valerie Ray, Isabelle Loarer, Carrie Smith, Alain Boudreau, Craig Bouman, Kerry Loghlin, Pete Doyle (wrong block Pete), Mike Crickston (same for you Mike), Elizabeth Dey, Caroline Lemieux, Lucie Roussel, Ari Psihopedas, Paul Buck, Michelle Morin. 3rd row (l to r): Valerie Chazalon, Ben Teh (again), Paul Calder (P.C.’s in the house), Isabelle Yon, Michael Barclay, Hunter Fraser, Leah Nash. 2nd row (l to r): Erin McLaughlin, Jen Brown, Shelley McIntyre, Steph Munby, Josh Aberant, Fracine Coursolle, Catherine Clements, Datherine Potter. Front row: Time Wallace (lone star as usual)
Mackinnon...the perfect abode. What more could we ask for than to have our own front door a mere stumbling distance from the pub? (That's not to say that we didn't take advantage of the escort service provided by our sexy student patrol officers.) Technically speaking, this ideal locale maximized our pub partying time to its fullest potential thus making Mackinnon the die-hardest rez on campus. (Was there ever any doubt?) Our esteemed Nortonite co-fresh might argue against our claim, but then again most of them didn't make it back to Bishop's to state their case. (It takes two to tango and Mackinnon wins hands down for staying power.) Despite the label of insanity created by the masses of psycho frosh co-habiting in this rez, we managed to make it through the year without killing each other. (Thank you Mack R.A.s: Kerry, Sarah, Jan, Dean and Winnie!) Not only that, we made it through the year, period. We were crazy enough to party hardy, but we weren't TOO crazy—we were perfectly crazy. After all, most of us DID see the inside cover of our textbooks. If there remains any lingering doubt as to Mackinnon's crème-de-la-crème status among B.U. residences, it obviously exists only in the minds of the poor unfortunate souls who never partied with us!

See ya wouldn't wanna be ya – Mack 92/93
SPORTS
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The 1992 football season once again saw the Gaiters establish themselves amongst the nation’s elite university football teams. The team was nationally ranked in the top 3 for most of the season putting together a Bishop’s best 9-1 overall record.

The Gaiters went undefeated in league play with a 7-0 record to win their 3rd consecutive OQIFC Regular Season Championship.

Head Coach Ian Breck earned the respect of everyone in the country winning “CIAU Coach of the Year” honours.

The Lightning Offense and Defense were the trademark of the Gaiters, the defense was number 1 in the nation allowing a stingy 11 points per game while the offense paced by Jim Murphy’s brilliant arm averaged 36 points per game while amassing 384 yards per game.

The Gaiters were perfect until the championship game, when the Queen’s Golden Gaels caught the Gaiters on a day nothing could go right indicated by the final score of 32-6. The Gaels went on to win the Vanier Cup and the only consolation for the Gaiters was their terrific overall season and memory of their 49-14 victory over Queen’s in week 2 of the season.

Nevertheless the 1992 Gaiters provided the Bishop’s/Lennoxville community with an outstanding season filled with the most exciting brand of football in the nation!

**Major Award Winners**

- Ian Breck — CIAU Coach of the Year
- Tom Europe — OQIFC Coach of the Year
- Eric Edwards — 1st Team All-Canadian
- Jim Murphy — 2nd Team All-Canadian
- Kent Rowe — 1st Team All-Conferee
- Christian Daigle — 2nd Team All-Canadian
- Alain Beaudoin — 1st Team All-Conferee
Quebec University Rugby Union Champions

1992-93 would have to be one of the finest years in club history. On top of being crowned Quebec University Champions and defending our New York Sevens title (both A team), our B team won the Quebec Senior Men’s 3rd Division Cup and finished the season with an impressive 7-1 overall record. For the first time, they also fielded a C-team that defended our title at the prestigious Vermont Law School Tournament. Under the leadership of Omar Tareen they managed to make it to the semi-finals.

The club also excelled on an individual basis with James Rosenthal being named League MVP and Fred Koch as Play-off MVP, six players made All-Conference with 2 others receiving Honorable Mentions, they were: Nick Clapinson, Scott Holdsworth, James Rosenthal, Joel Austen, Jim Schieb, Graham Beatty, Peter Robb, and Davin Allen.

Overall, 1992-93 was highly successful and could not have been accomplished on the administrative level without Lissa McRae, Davin Allen and the ever-increasing support of the Athletic Dept. and Tom Allen. Most of all, the contribution of Coach Bill Robson is valued as he remained dedicated to the club through a year of personal loss and hardship.
Both the men's and women's teams would like to extend their congratulations to Cathy and Simon on their recent marriage.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Alice Hartling
Jessica Johnston
Melissa Frankovitch
Tiffany Crook
Jackie Frost
Cyndy Crack
Sara Heighway
Michelle Morin
Stacey Ryan
Andrea Lackey

This past season the Lady Gaiters suffered through a winless league season. There were some close calls and 2 satisfying non-conference wins against Bridgeport (Conn.) and Brandon. The Lady Gaiters were paced by the league's leading scorer and rebounder 5th year Alice Hartling while senior Andrea Lackey came in to finish her eligibility in the 2nd semester. Melissa Frankovitch showed flashes of brilliance in the backcourt while first year Jessica Johnston showed enough potential to be one of the top prospects in the league.
The 92-93 Gaiters experienced a most difficult year going 2-10 in league (Q.S.S.F.) play. They did, however, manage a playoff spot by virtue of a greater point spread than Laval and created a stir by beating the McGill Redmen 73-64 in the semi-finals. The win put the Gaiters in the league championship finals for the 4th time in 6 years. Their opponent was the nation’s #1 ranked team, the Concordia Stingers, who quickly put the Gaiters away in a 2 game sweep.

4th year guard Tim Johnston was selected 1st team all-conference and team MVP while 6’8 David Fisher was a honorable mention all-star. Colin Feasby was chosen Most Improved Player, Brent Cook was Rookie of the Year and David McBride won the prestigious Garth R. Smith Award for outstanding effort, dedication and leadership.
This year saw the Bishop's men finish in last place with a 1-1-6 record. The statistics, however, tell little of the real story. Traditionally one of the weaker teams in their conference, Bishop's faced strong opposition this season — three out of the four teams in the men's league were ranked in the top ten in Canada at the beginning of the season: McGill, Sherbrooke, and Trois Rivieres. As if the cards were not stacked high enough against the Gaiters, regular season began earlier than usual, and the coaches had still not selected the team by the time they played their first game — and lost 3-0 — to Trois Rivieres. Bishop's put in a commendable performance nonetheless. By the next game the '92 soccer squad had been chosen. The Gaiters played well at McGill stadium, and unnerved the defending conference champions by keeping the score at 1-1 throughout most of the game. Only in the last five minutes did McGill manage to put the ball into the back of the Bishop's net and squeak away with a close 2-1 win.

The goal against McGill marked the end of a scoring drought that had plagued the Gaiters since the start of the '91 season. The goal proved to be a harbinger. When Concordia played at Bishop's, they sought revenge for the 0-0 draw that had squeezed out of them in the previous season for Bishop's only point that year. The Stingers encountered tougher competition than expected, and were more stung than stingy. A Concordia defensive blunder gave rookie striker Dave Dunlop the first goal of his soccer career at Bishop's, and gave the Gaiters their first win of the season.

Sherbrooke provided tough opposition for Bishop's, and the first encounter with the Green and Gold left the Gaiters demoralized after a 5-0 loss. If there is one thing that characterizes the Gaiter squad, however, it is the ability to learn from their mistakes. The next meeting between the two teams saw the Gaiters lose a two-nil decision to Sherbrooke in a game that was, for the most part, evenly matched.

The Gaiters also fielded a much improved team for their away game against Trois-Rivieres, who at the time reigned in first place in the conference. A strong midfield and stellar goal-tending by rookie Jonathan Gould kept the Gaiters within two goals of the powerful opposition.

The second match between Bishop's and Concordia was the best chance that the Gaiters had for picking up more much needed points. When the two rivals met at Concordia, the game proved as competitive as their last meeting. Although Concordia scored first, midfielder Adrian Barrett tied up the match with a long arching ball that caught the Stinger keeper out of his net. The Gaiters did not have an easy time controlling the Stinger strikers, however, especially without rookie defender Gord Coleman who had to be carried off the field and taken to hospital after a collision with an opponent. Coleman suffered a broken cheekbone and a mild concussion. Despite the setback, the Gaiters held on to a 1-1 tie to put them ahead of Concordia in the standings.

With Concordia trailing in points, it looked as if the Gaiters would make it to the play-offs as the fourth place team. Concordia did get its revenge after all, however. In their last game they upset top-ranked Trois-Rivieres to secure a berth in the play-offs. The Bishop's team was left out in the cold again, a situation which was only emblazoned as Concordia — the team that the Gaiters had beaten and tied — went on to defeat McGill in the final to win the conference title.

In the Sherbrooke indoor league, the Gaiters proved themselves one of the best teams with a berth in the play-offs. In the Sherbrooke inter-university indoor tournament held on March 27, the Gaiters again showed their strength. After beating Concordia 3-0 and league newcomers University of Montreal 5-3, the Gaiters secured third place behind the University of Sherbrooke and Trois-Rivieres.

Next year's soccer team will be in a developmental stage. Half the team is graduating this year, including first team conference all-star keeper Bill Coleman and second team all-star Scott Washington, as well as Rob Geddes, Hugo Boisvert, Mgonja Kombo, and Rob Johnson. Adrian Barrett is transferring from Bishop's for a year. The team is left in good hands, however. Not only have this year's rookies proved themselves fit for any competition, but a recruiting program, spearheaded by Guy Deegan, will be bringing several new players to Bishop's for the '93 season.
WOMEN'S SOCCER

From the outset of the season it was clear that 1993 was to be the Ski Team's best year ever. B.U.S.T. had almost every member of last year's team returning as veterans and this was bolstered by a huge crop of hungry young rookies. At the winter ski camp at Sutton, it became evident that the team would look to the rookies to grab the top finishes. They realized this prediction as Andrea Nicholls and Rob Tweedy consistently finished in the top five, Nicholls coming home with a medal twice. Two other rookies, Michel Boutin and Big John Lavery were always close behind in the top fifteen. The team also could count on Steve "Camel" Bourbonnais, Jeff Parkes, Andrew Smith, Rob Gooch and Larry Miller to finish in the top thirty (out of 120 skiers). Veteran racer and coach Shannon Bisset also came home with the hardware, picking up a bronze medal.

B.U.S.T. looks to the rookies to carry on our tradition as many veterans are graduating, among them Gavin Baird, Rob Gooch, Larry Miller, Andrew Smith, Rob Stevens and Scott White.

The team would like to thank Scott and Shannon for all their effort and hours of dedication, Tom Allen and Jeff Harris, the Smith family for their dinners, and all our generous sponsors. See you on the slopes!
FRONT: Laura Vallom, Pascale Lavallee, Alison McCraith, Tina Smith, Sue Nichol, Lori McHarg.
BACK: Alison — trainer, Dave McAllister — Ass-Coach, Stephanie Cordeau, CATHRINE MacDonald, Paulo Rodrigue,
Anne Forget, Stephanie Gauthier, Paul Dunphy — Coach.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Kate Stewart, Jennifer Hartley, Heather Gordon, Ornilla Seecharan, Cathy Clements, Alèxia Beaufort,
Kathy Dayholos, Jen Batie, Maggie O’Lea, Kara Hati, Katherine Potter, Christine Beaty, Tracy Randall, Nancy
Borotra.
Absent: Blake Elgin.
Coaches: Kathy Dayholos
John McArthur
After a promising 1991/92 season, the Gaiters looked forward to their most successful season ever. Under the direction of Iron Fisted Fourth year player/coach, Cam Phillips, for the first half of the year the Gaiters only lost five games. At the season mid-point, however, things began to fall apart when new and somewhat stiff head coach, Woody St-John, took over the reigns. After a dismal coaching debut at the St. John Moosehead Spiker Classic, epitomized by an embarrassing loss at the hands of Pete’s Pizza Hut Piranhas, Woody was fired, and later used for kindling. It was then up to somewhat more, flexible veterans Randy Dowden and Andrew Penhale. Under their tutelage, the team showed a vast improvement, losing only three matches for the remainder of the campaign. The two could not have been all that successful, however, as the program was scrapped at the end of the season. The year cannot be deemed a total loss, however, as several players managed to score at the tournament in New Brunswick.

R.I.P. — VOLLEYBALL MAY BE DEAD AT BISHOP’S, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN!!

Brett Nicholls, John Stuart, Cam Phillips, Glenn (Kramer) Purves, Chris Collinson, Kevin (Academic All-Canadian) Eldridge, Andrew St. John (Coach), Dan Seeke, Chris Gregory, Randy (I’m not Bitter) Dowden, Kat (Has anyone seen this man?) Almeddine.
FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 1992-93
Alice Hartling, a 22 year old native of Windsor, Nova Scotia, and 1st team All-Conference basketball player has been named Bishop's Female Athlete of the Year.

Alice, a 6’ post player, was a dominant figure on the court each time out even though she was double teamed on many occasions. Alice led the league in scoring with a 16.3 point per game average and was the 2nd leading rebounder with 8 rebounds per game. She was all-star at the McGill Invitational, was selected team MVP for a second consecutive year and had game highs of 31 and 27 points versus the national champion Winnipeg Lady Wesmen.

Alice’s totals in 25 games were 455 points and 215 rebounds on 44% field goal shooting and 76% from the line.

Alice joins an elite group of former Lady Gaiter Basketball players (Cynthia Johnston, Kelly Tucker, Andrea Blackwell, Lynn Polson et al.) as Bishop’s Female Athlete of the Year.

MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 1992-93
This year’s recipient of C.F.L. draftee All-Canadian cornerback, Tom Europe, a 22 year old native of Scarborough, Ontario. Tom was the most talented member of the nation’s number 1 defensive unit, as he helped lead the Gaiters to their 3rd consecutive regular season OQIFC championship. A superior 6’1, 190 lbs athlete, Tom played the toughest spot in the secondary. Although teams rarely threw his way, Tom was 3rd in team tackles with 42, had 4 interceptions including an OQIFC record 111 yard touchdown return. Tom was also a prominent member of the Bishop’s track and field team as a sprinter.

Tom’s awards this year were numerous:
- 1st team OQIFC all-conference
- 1st team All-Canadian
- Jim Etcheverry Memorial Award (combining outstanding football ability and academic performance)
- Harry Jerome Citizenship Award (presented by the Black Business and Professional Association for outstanding young black people showing evidence in achievement and a positive role model in their community)
- 7th overall pick in Canadian Football League draft by the British Columbia Lions.
ATHLETIC AWARDS

BASKETBALL AND FOOTBALL STANDOUTS NAMED BISHOP'S ATHLETES OF THE YEAR

Women's Basketball team MVP ALICE HARTLING (Windsor, NS) has been named Bishop's Female Athlete of the Year while All-Canadian corner back TOM EUROPE (Scarborough, ON) caps off a brilliant year earning Male Athlete of the Year.

Finalists for the Athlete of the Year Awards were: Andrea Nicholls and Shannon Bissett (ski team), Towa Beer (rugby), Tim Johnston (golf & basketball), James Rosenthal (rugby), Stuart Musgrave (golf), Eric Edwards (football).

Details on the Award Winners and team results follow. Further information can be obtained by contacting Eddie Pomykala, Sports Information Director (819) 822-9663.

BISHOP'S MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS, OUTSTANDING ROOKIES AND OTHER AWARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport</th>
<th>M.V.P.</th>
<th>Rookie</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>(M) Scott Washington</td>
<td>David Dunlop</td>
<td>Darin Allen (Coaches Award)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(W) Josslyn Dennett</td>
<td></td>
<td>James Rosenthal (Best Forward)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugby</td>
<td>(M) Graham Beatty “A”</td>
<td>Joey Austen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(W) Roger Hardy “B”</td>
<td>Sonia Cyr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(W) Kirsten Todd</td>
<td>Trevor Lovig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketball (M)</td>
<td>Tim Johnston</td>
<td>Brent Cook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(W) Alice Hartling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wmen’s Hockey</td>
<td>Alison McGreath</td>
<td>Stephanie Hunter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golf</td>
<td>(M) Stuart Musgrave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skiing</td>
<td>(M) Rob Tweedy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(W) Andrea Nicholls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volleyball (M)</td>
<td>Randy Dowden</td>
<td>John Stuart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kent Rowe (Best Lineman)
Eric Edwards (Most Outstanding Defensive Player)
Tom Hart (Marcel Lebrun Award)
Colin Feasby (Most Improved)
David McBride (Garth R. Smith Award)
Tiffany Crook (Most Improved)
Melissa Frankovitch (Team Award)
Sue Nichol (Most Improved)
Tina Smith (Chuck Chapman Award)
Andrew Smith (Most Improved)
Glenn Purves (Most Improved)
INTRAMURALs

Coed Golf Tie 31
Coed Volleyball
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Dunn Cup

— Stu Muserave
Stephanie Smith
Bill Zimmer
Brennan Wares

Tim Johnston
David McBride
Glen Faucher
Kim McKell

— Massawippi Mud
— Massawippi Mud
— Kim’s Krew
— Staff
— Ski Team

* McGreer Shield

Men’s Hockey— Male Winner
Division I— Female Winner
Division II

Male
Female

Coed Softball
Men’s Soccer
Women’s Soccer
* Squash

Coed Broomball
Ball Hockey

Male
Women’s

* Badminton

Men’s
Women’s

Curling
Coed Waterpolo
Male Athlete
Female Athlete
Team of the Year

Fraser Bertram
Tricia Stevenson
— Fast 4 Play
— Significance
— Sad Sox
— N.D.G.
— Terminators
— Carl Duclos
— Hayley Anderson
— Hackers & Hustlers
— Champlain Crushers
— Polar Bears
— Jon Hussey
— Kim McKell
— Flying Elbows
— Rugby Chicks & Dicks
— Carl Duclos
— Kim McKell
— Massawippi Mud

SPECIAL AWARD — RAY ALMOND AWARD

(Awarded for the most unselfish contribution to Athletics at Bishop’s University).

Nick Clapinson — Student
22 years old — Philosophy Major
Hudson Heights, Quebec

Nick joins a select group of previous Ray Almond Award winners. Nick’s contribution to the rugby program at Bishop’s has enabled rugby to prosper to championship heights.

Nick filled a tremendous void when Professor Bill Robson, Faculty representative in charge of Rugby, took a sabbatical. Nick, a very accomplished player himself, became the guiding force behind men’s rugby, lending his complete dedication to the game and instilling a very positive attitude towards full-time training and development. He accomplished this while maintaining his studies and developing his own skills which have earned Nick a tryout with the Canadian National Team.

The Bishop’s Rugby Club is very fortunate to have such an exemplary leader in Nick. His motivating style culminated in Bishop’s winning the men’s Rugby championship this past Fall.
ENGLISH LITERATURE CLUB

BISHOPS BIG BUDDIES
DEBATING SOCIETY

at Oxford . . .

STUDENT PATROL

Heather McElrea, Chris Adamson, Lori Marek
Kirsten Todd, Erin MacDowell, Donna Milligan
Lori MacDonald, Kirsten Stubbings, Chantal Bureau
Howie Rahn, Geoff Eby, Chris Pike
Jason MacDonald, Stirling McNeil, Jessie Christo
Steven Sheehan (director), Sinclair Maloney

CHEMISTRY CLUB
ART ASSOCIATION

Michel Bourgault, Anouchka Freybe, Ally Mundle, Robyn Rogers, Stefan Fuchs.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Tina Smith (co-editor), Colin Fensby (co-editor), Ormilla Seccharran, Brigitte Fabi, Jodie Wilson, Don Dawson, Michelle Pepin.

HISTORY UNION...

Got No Future?
Study the Past!

Michelle Pepin (secretary-treasurer), Tina Smith (vice-president), Geoff Eby (president), Ormilla Seccharran, Charlene-Marie Levallee, Jodie Wilson, Don Dawson, Roy Millen, Brigitte Fabi, Colin Feasby.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB

CJMQ

C.I.P.A.C.

Bridging the Gap
C.I.P.A.C
Bishop's University

Josie Sciortino, Tammy Burcombe, Isabelle Tardival, Nancy Fougeres, Laura Kwan, Rebecca Ham (president), Drew Brown, Holly Seymour. missing: Laurance Guyman, Stephan Vernay, Scott Stevens, Neil Cross, Joel Montour, Torie Gervais.
RIFLE CLUB

Kevin McPhee
Sean Pollick
Kirsten Todd
Gary Greer
Joel Nevin
Tom Hamer
Dan Eldridge
Jason Bachhuber
John McArthur

THE CAMPUS

Adam Hough
Suzanne Trotter
Tina Smith
Mike Snider
Kerri Breadner
Maurice Crossfield
Kuno Tucker
Pamela Giles
Josie Sciorini
Simon Walker

Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students
MARSHALLS
Glen Faricher, Joey Sabo, Connie Battista, Scott Ride, Nathalie Patenaude, Beth Henderson, Shani Doucet, Wendy Capson, Nikki Hendershot, Kirk Smith, Julie Menier, Jen, Mike McCarthy, Nick Clapison, John Mcevory, Christine Pinaldi, Laura, Doug "Tex" Cameron, Paul Dunphy, Joel Kruzich, Max Storey.

QUIET BAR
Paul, Laura Vallom, Tim Taylor, Jessica Horner, Stephan Mangotich, Kathy Querin, Julie Marier, Laura Pass, Carolin Hart, Meigan Guthrie, Lisa Chesworth, Sara.

PUB STAFF
Bill Coleman, Peter Dorken, Andrea Hunt, Andrea Lovell, Towa Beer, Lorra Easterbrook, Kelly Phelan, Glen Henzell, Jason Bachhuber, Caroline Lemieux, Laurie Haves, Janice Wigmore, Judy Anderson, Francois Corriiveau, Evelyn Couture, Tim Taylor, Genvieve Bauset, Michelle Thomas, Michael Barclay, Kirk Coleman.
UNION OF PHILOSOPHERS AND FREE THINKERS


A.S.E.

P.C. YOUTH
THE PLATO GROUP

PLATONIC THESES

T₁: We know (things in themselves) immediately.
   T₁s: Kant is full of shit.

T₂: All (philosophical) inquiry begins with the common.
    Useful for justifying long nights at the Lion.

T₃: We know more than we can say.
    E.g.,

T₄: Eleastic tension.
    What one alludes to when accused of making self-contradictory claims.
    E.g., Never admit that your defense of square circles is logically stupid.
    Instead respond pensively with "Yes, the concept does produce an Eleastic tension of sorts".

T₅: Full meal deal.
    Never be surprised when served something that isn’t on the menu;
    and you’ll have to pay for it, too.

T₆: Myth is indispensable, even though it is offensive to rational theoretical discourse.
    E.g., the Genesis creation stories, Atlantis, psychology and sociology.

Jamie Crooks
Lisa Guenther
James Marshall
Dale Stout
Simon Walker
Harvey White
Peter Schwenger

GEOGRAPHY SOCIETY


ECONOMICS CLUB

Tim Hill
Paul Hawco
Guy Deegan
Alain Boudreau
Rick Wong
DOOLITTLES

Eliaze Mainberger
Tanya Hodge
Rayna Roberge
Steve Ibel
Alana Gallant
Chris Pike
Jennifer Morin
Amy Gow
Bill Coleman
Sean Stewart
Matt Hamilton
Gord Coleman

AIESEC EXECUTIVE

Mario Beaudoin
Monika Szollosy
Sandir Bahl
Claudine Briand
Francois Corriveau
Hugo Boisvert
SPRING BREAK ’93
You are cordially invited to attend
The Thirteenth Annual S.R.C.
Award's Night
April 8, 1993 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Pub

Dress is semi-formal.
Refreshments will be served.

PURPLE LETTER AWARD
Mike Adlard
Paul Dumphy
Heather McElrea
Kim McLean
Tom Hamilton
Michelle Pepin
Robyn Rogers
Sandra Sullivan
Shannon Wall
Scott White

GOLDEN MITRE AWARD
Kathy Dayholos
Kathy Cassidy
Bill Starr
Megan Harris
Kim Ionsen

SRC MERIT AWARD
Mike Adlard
Kathy Dayholos

RAY LAWSON AWARD
Chad Schella

JOSEPH E. CASSAR AWARD
Kathy Cassidy
R.A. Staff 1992-1993
Back Row: Kate Waters, Bruce Levine, Derek Colfer. 3rd Row: Kelly Cosgrove, Tom Genoio, Jan McFeters, Sarah Jones, Paul Calder, Nicole Papadopoulos. 2nd Row: Winston Collins, Kerry Shuttleworth, Gillian Skupa, Don Gill, Kirsten Todd, Erin MacDowell. Front: Amanda Fudakowski, Dean Hoyos.

The R.A. staff of 1992-1993 would like to thank everyone for making this past year a memorable and enjoyable one in spite of the loss of our Director and friend, Joe Gallagher. Many friendships were formed in residence which will undoubtedly continue throughout our stay at Bishop's and beyond. Thank you all for your energy and enthusiasm.
SHERATON MONTREAL
Bachelor of Arts

Dave Addison
Halifax, N.S.
BA History, Mrs. Archibald
Lou, Pat & Garden. Muse 4th block. Walk of Beer, the horses, old stock. It’s been fun but think God I’m finished.

Mike E.E. Allard
Russell, Ontario
BA History
What the Hell? — chose clothe over les croche de vie... —
the war is over — Okay — Thanks a bunch to Steve, Annabelle, Fauc Alpha Phi, BB, Brig, Coutoun Man, Especially Mom & Pa! CHEERS!

Shari Atkins
Montreal, Quebec
BA Hon. Psychology
Memories that shall never be forgotten: Norton 313, Meister 3rd block 2nd floor, Meeting special people — David, Lil, M.B., F. & J.C. Thank you Mom & George Good Bye Bishop!!

Anne-Marie Alain
Magog, Quebec
BA Sociology, Mrs. Bussières
As a French Canadian student at BU has been a challenge. I did it! Thanks to my family, friends and great profs. A bientot!

Rob Allat
North Hatley, Quebec
BA
It’s been a long road but a good one! Here’s to friendships, 5th and great times with band players — new and old. And the best of all, to my best friend. Ang!

Darwin G. Allen
West Lake, Ontario
BA Geography, Mrs. Doutha
Thanks to my friends for making these last 4 years a memorable experience. Rugby trips — NYC & DC, Promo Change ‘92, Annual, biggest.formula, QCG ’93 Hallstreet’s, Pants.

Judith C. Anderson
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology, Mrs. Women Studies
Be yourself. Be your best self. Dare to be different. To believe your own star after 4 years I have to tell the tale. Thanks to all friends who made a difference here. Mom/Dad [LM] A big.

Jennifer M. Arnold
Lennoxville, Quebec
BA Hon. Applied Psychology
It was a great 3 years. Thanks to Mom, Nan, Barb, Erin, Amy, Dr. B, Dr. D, M & P. and esp. Andrea for all the help and confidence. I’ll miss those I leave behind.

S. E. C. J. M.
Sarah Arnold
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
BA Business, Economics
Happiness comes of the capacity to feel deeply. To enjoy
simple, to think freely to risk life. Take care all and don't
forget to live!

Nicholas Buchand
Cornwall, Quebec
BA Political Science, History
Bishop's has been fabulous!! Now I'm onto here!! Spec
cial thanks to great friends: TD, PL, NB, PL '92,
Mom & Dad + Family. "Who dares not risk anything,
doesn't gain anything".

Thomas John Bailey
BA Drama

Katrina Baker
Toronto, Ontario
BA Fine Arts, Min. German
So few brain cells left, but well worth it!! Thanks to my
friends, who kept me laughing, to ANR and to Mom +
Dad I Love You! W no beer awaits me in London
next year. Be so nice.

Rebecca Ann Ballingall
London, Ontario
BA Honours Sociology
Thanks BU and to all those who contributed to some
times memories - you know who you are!! Norlina to
ANR house - Stay real Special thanks to Mom &
Dad, S. D. J. - Love U love TFAF-WLETO.

Graham Beatty
BA Political Studies
B.C.

Angella Bedard
Lemnoisville, Quebec
BA Honours English
The gods like the taste of salt: the savour of human effort
is the savour of their sacrifices. - M. Stewart.

Elizabeth Touchea Beer
Cardiff, Wales
B.A. Hist. Art History
Here's to Rugby, the Fringe, Daytona, 241, Wookie,
J.B. Hayes, R.C. J.A. Now I'm learning the unscripted
world of "... and again..." Thanks to all who believed
in me. This is 4 Mom. Bye.

R. Neil Begin
North York, Ontario
BA M. Computer Science, Business
Thanks to G.C. T.D. JS, DF, MN and all my friends at
Bishop's Special thanks to Mom, Dad & Han! you guys
are the best! And I'm Gene.

Margaret Reid Belec
North Battleford, Quebec
BA Humanities

Robyn Belknap
Stanstead, Quebec
BA Honors, Peace Studies
In 3 yrs at BU I have learned 2 things. Advice is what
we ask when we already know the answer but wish we
didn't, and that almost nothing is easier to get into
than out of.
Lisa M. Benedek
Smith Falls, Ontario
BA Political Science, Msc. Economics
"And now on to more serious matters." Special thanks to Mom & Dad, and all my good friends.

Tracy Benoit
Trois Rivieres, Quebec
BA Business, Msc. Psychology
Now is not a time to be sad, but to remember the good times we've had. RA memories will always be cherished. Thanks Mom & Dad; Bros. & friends. Your support is deeply appreciated. Love ya!

Laura M. Bisson
Beaconsfield, Quebec
BA Hon. Political Studies
"Apres le pain, l'education est le premier besoin des pauvres." These four years have been the best years, enhanced by family and friendships. Away I go to discover the world of ours.

Nancy Booke
Toronto, Ontario
BA Sociology
3/3, crazy years with many friends. "The Boys" & "The Girls." you know who you are! Thanks to Mom and Dad, R & R 1 & 2, Queen and Boba. Look out, here comes the real world!

Stephen Bogany
Port Hope, Ontario
BA Economics, Political Science, Msc. Business
Was it really 4 years and a bit? It sure didn't feel like it. Too many memories to even begin. Good and bad. Too many friends to mention. As the path ahead becomes unclear let's

Valerie Bolduc
BA Economics

Shanna Braden
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology
Thanks to friends and profs who helped me through and especially to Mom and Dad for your love and support.

Darryl J. Brunner
Sydney, Nova Scotia
BA Political Science, Msc. Economics
Janine Brisbois  
Thornhill, Ontario  
BA Psychology, Min. Resources  
Always remember... the T-1977, Calgary, Tomata, 17th Ave., Brandon House, Game day and the 'G'. Thanks to my sisters of Alpha Delta Phi and Ruddy — I love you!  

Jennifer Brousseau  
Nepean, Ontario  
BA Hon. Sociology  
Politics, Act Frat 2 Spirit.  Late night 1W calls & Bob's Bar w/ Alex to 93. Thanks for my relationships — 92 Champs — Go B! Football Scott Team MVP & Roadtrips with McCarthey — You're the best!  

Doug "Tex" Cameron  
London, Ontario  
BA Geography, Min. History  
You're here for a good time, not a long time. Enjoy it! Thanks for the memories and friendships... 92 Champs — 30 Football Scott Team MVP w/ McCarthy — The G. BROTHELMAN!  

Cindy Carbol  
Victoria, B.C.  
BA English, Min. Music, Religious  
Without a doubt Bishop was the best choice! Thanks to C.S., H.E. — K.I. for your inspiration — to Peels — awesomeness being. Knowledge is the means, realization the end. xo  

Ainsley-Mia Card  
BA Social Sciences  

Lisa K. Chestworth  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Sociology, Min. English  

Helen Chroowski  
Laval, Quebec  
BA Psychology, Min. Economics  
Rose a beat to B1 — it's been a long time coming! Thanks to all who believed in me, especially those who sike my arch-vuls. Koala you're next!  

Jessie (Darral) Christo  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Geography, Min. Drama, Sociology  
Enthusiasm is everything & makes living worthwhile! Thanks to al who shared the moment w/ me. You created my happiness. No to be busy to have been-smiled upon, smile back.  

David Clara  
Thunder Bay, Ontario  
BA Business, English  
"And let's when all is said it was the dream that coalesced me" — Yea! ... And don't forget to hang  

Kirk Coleman  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA Business, Min. Economics  
Thanks to my parents for all the support & for this education. Regina, Ninette with Andrew LL... The Colby, Tim and Phil.
William L. Coleman Jr.
Oakville, Ontario
BA Economics, MSc, Business
"What a time we've had. You have learned something, and I have learned something. Too bad we didn't learn it sooner we could have gone to the movies instead." — Dad.

Christopher J. Collinson
Burlington, Ontario
BA Geography, MA, History
"Raising a fund to the quick experience — the memories will last forever. MacMillian girls of '89 keep up 122 Gates! Vball trips, Pub. Law, QB, GTHC coming next fall etc. I'm an Alumnae!!"

Lesley Anne Connors
Lennoxville, Quebec
BA English, MA, History
Crystal Coprian
Toronto, Ontario
BA Honours Sociology
"Happy Birthday for the best times & best friends — All PD CH CA NT QS RZ LH — won't forget U! X-tra inc. At Mom Women's Advisory to John Trippinata '85 Here's to our Future! Grounded! Camp Drugs!"

Louise Coté
Quebec City, Quebec
BA English, MA, Classics
"From Sophowes to S. King I learned about the imaginative world but also about the real world open to me after BLS. I count you among!!" — Clerihew. Thanks BP HC HR NM SS Mom + Dad.

Rejane Couturier
Castlecourt, Quebec
BA Honours Sociology, MA, Psychology
"I enjoyed Bishop's, and all those I've met here throughout the years. But now, it's time to say special thanks to my family, friends and teachers."

Chris F. Courtenanche
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Politics, MA, Economics
"I made it! Happy Bishop's for 3 great years. MESEC, BURSC, and the Earth Summit. Special thanks to all those who helped along the way. Mom, GD, CL, LW, Saul and best of luck."

Evelyn Couture
Bury, Quebec
BA Geography, MA, History
"Be Resilient! Here's to the memories: The House, Cathy the Happiness, Rugby Bands, my fellow Montreal Times & my Protector Lindsay (Cheers!), Bye Winter andadratic. Use U Mom & Dad"

Crawley
Calgary, Alberta
BA

Heather Craig
St. George, N.B.
BA Honours, Philosophy
"I'm through, boys! Chris, Karl, Karina! I'm a Bish girl! Good luck with the future!" — Mom & Dad

Llew Crone
Fresnoline, California
BA Honors, Political Economy, MA, Business
"I've been living in a world of politics ever since I came to this country. I've learned about government and its role in society. I'm a community of families that are we!"

Jillian Cuthbertson
Kamloops, Ontario
BA Honors Sociology
"Well folks — it's time to wrap it up! Remember J + R — Pollock — Mom + Dad! Life has been great, thank it out months = glorious pastime Thanks M + D for your support! Love ya! Bob!"
Claude Cyrinne
Cap-Madeleine, Quebec
BA Economics, Business
"Good works are performed not by strength, but by perseverance and determination" — Samuel Johnson.

F. Hugh Dale-Harris
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Honours, Economics

Clayton Daley
Stittsville, Ontario
BA Economics

Dale Davidson
Milbr, Quebec
BA Geography, Min. Sociology
The past 3 years have been excellent. I'll never be the same. Cheers to all of your parties, sunrise clubs and the edge. Thanks to my family and friends for all the help.

Kathy Dauphelin
Scarborough, Ontario
BA Psychology
"I'm not telling you this too seriously. You will never get out of it alive" — Robert Haldane. Thanks Mom & Dad.

Francoise de Feydeau
Montréal, Quebec
BA Business, Min. Foreign Languages
This time I think I'm done for real!!! (Ps. Andrus, you'll laugh!) My 31/2 yrs at Brock were great! Special thanks to M. & D. Fisher, Jennifer, Christine B., Age. Author, Remy... You're the best!!!

Joselynn A. Dennett
Guelph, Ontario
BA Hons. English, Min. Drama, French
Gr #1 — where it all begins. Golden + Soyer girls. Sensi, IL, Send — you've opened my eyes at many states. Thanks Mom + Dad for the love and support. "She did no miracle — but her best." — C. Bronte.

Carolyn Dermer
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Business, Min. Economics
Good by SN Hooks! Take care of J & P. Nuns memories of the fun and honest nights. Fun 212 meets 214 — Go Go "That's NOT a carpet burn" See us in Amsterdam. Or Must be moving out!

Jocie Desmarais
Bowmanville, Ontario
BA Franciscus, Min. Geography
It is easier to go down the hill than to go up but the view is from the top. I'd like to thank especially Mom & Dad, Andrus, Kathryn, Jeremy, Tara and Geoff.

C. Renee Desrochers
Porcupine, Ontario
BA Drama

Melissa Dickerson
Burlington, Ontario
BA Psychology, Min. Sociology
Thanks to all those who made my 4 yrs at Brock the best ever: MacKenzie, Bill Boulton, and especially Corely. Oh! And take care of Phoenix and the 'cat'!!!

Benjamer Dimar
Plaisir, France
BA Business
Merci Papa et Maman pour votre support. Merci Maman pour les cadeaux. Boss, you've a great experience — thanks Ms. Sandra Hand.

Peter Marcus Doreau
Etobicoke, Ontario
BA Economics, Min. Business
Those who were there will always know. Those who were not will never know. Thanks Mom & Dad, the boys, friends and Andrus. See ye!
Shani M. Doncel
Kingston, Ontario
BA Canadian Studies
"I'd rather be a leader than a Golden Gull!" kappa
ADPI, Pelham, Rugby, Quad, Queen's. 13C. J. Creer.
SA at home. Thanks Mom & Dad for all love & to all
my friends. See U soon. TEAF-WLEE.

Randy Doucet
Otterburn Park, Quebec
BA Business. Min. Computer Science
Will remember Vital Rookie Initiations Keef Trips Exp.
Boston. Thanks Mom & Dad. Caroline and anyone el-
directly or indirectly involved with me getting through
this. I made it!

Jacques Francois Duquette
Montreal, Quebec
BA Botany. Geography

Lorna Eusterbrooke
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hons. Sociology, Min. Anthropology
Thanks 2 NACP — no money & — "I'm not a sub-
hab" bre M. — ML — RALF — Straight RE. Good
Luck ADPI — "4 the girls who drink more beer!"
TEAF-WLEE: Phx Poupp — See ya. RLI now?
NO

Geoffrey P. Elly
Mississauga, Ontario
BA Hons. History
In itself strange to say goodbye when my life is just
beginning! Mom & Dad, Delphi, C. Del, Sibb, Stoney, Yass
BRELL. 1243 59 95 75 12. 435. Never work alone
alumni. WLEE is FIRST IN PROLOGUE.

Daniel H. Eldridge
Toronto, Ontario
BA Botany. Min. Anthropology
May your Garage be filled with success, swinging poles
trees, and a bed of sleepingcoons. — Kluger/ignorance
in a nutshell: rather than there are no punishments, only
consequences. JK.

James Drummond
Montreal, Quebec
BA Social Science
My thanks to all the people I've known at Bishop's —
You've been provided, screwed and conservative —
twice right! It's been great. Thanks to Mom and Dad
— You are the greatest.

Paul Dumpley
Nepean, Ontario
BA Hons. History
Mar. 24th. QOH 2. Wall Clumps, made boyz; KANG 91, sahre, Norton IV. 2 Legt. Coach Dad
Camp. Eddie, 24 Puris, Bickley, Connamta. 11
Friends & Brothers good luck. Great Memories.
Tom Europe  
Toronto, "Scarborough", Ontario  
BA Social Sciences  

Janet Evans  
Georgeville, Quebec  
BA Music. Ma. Fine Arts  
D'ignatius Students' Association in terms. Thanks to Cheryl for all her encouragement and to Sherry for the 17 yrs. Morgan, it's been great — Snake, Ovina and The Chief.

Tamara Finlay  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Hon. Geography  
Knowing where you're going is one thing. Having fun getting there is another! Thanks BU for showing me how it's done. Thanks to Alphi & friends for the memories. DM HI MII I 5M ET KD & M 6 D.

Catherine Petal Finn  
Nepean, Ontario  
BA Hon. English  
Serenity, the birds of happiness call us, yet here we stand endangered with the roar of flight.

David Malcolm Fisher  
Rexdale, Ontario  
BA Geography, History.

Jennifer Ford  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Political Studies.

James Fortier  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA Hon. Religion, Min. Classics  
The eagle never lost so much time as when he submitted to being a comanche. Thanks to M & D and all the others — Maguire Morgan Ingrams Macfettrick, Etc. God bless.

Jeffrey W. Fournier  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BA Econ. Economics, Min. Business, Foreign Languages  
Between Bishop & Champlain, I've been here so long they might name a building after me. Any thanks to my father for all his support. Also to all the friends made at RRC.

Donald J.S. Fowell  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Economics, Min. Business  
Thanks for coming out — "What are you guys doing?" — Guy man we're putting Never Forget Redic. Keith, Vic House, Taka to all the guys, PC. SPHINCTER Design A & B Champs IN HOC. SGC, 89

Anuschka Freyke  
Vancouver, B.C.  
BA Hon. Art History. Min. English  
"The planet sun makes a complete turn every minute, and I no longer have a single-second for purpose. Once every minute I have to light my lamp and put it out."  
A. D. ST Experize

James A.A. Gamble  
Fredericton, N.B.  
BA Hist. History  
"So... be your name, Buchanan or Bick or Bray or Modoc. All you after O'Shea. You're off to great places. Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting. So... get on your rump!" — Dr. Suess
J. Morgan Gaskell
Lennoreville, Quebec
BA Fine Arts and Classical Studies
Special thanks to Dr. P. Cogee who made life here tolerable and to mom, dad, he, frick, and Cinders. Venti, Venti Navis, Calor eun. Caelo Concus.

Christine Gervais
Otterburn Park, Quebec
BA Psychology, Min. Geography
He made special people to see us through glad times and sad times. A person on whom we can always depend. Someone we can call a friend. Bishop's means home, base of great friends.

Christopher Ross Gibbs
Otterburn Park, Quebec
BA Business, Min. Economics
Ride out. Rough road it used be. Smooth road it that will do. But ride out! Ride on over all obstacles and win the race! — Dickens TKS Mom — Dad & Gantry L.A.R. — Beth Carpe Diem

Jon P. Coebe
Fredericton, N.B.
BA Phil., History and Classical Studies
There is only one thing I have to say. "Chere gue… let's go to the pad!"

Theodore Ted) Grant
Toronto, Ontario
BA English, Min. Sociology
Thanks Mom for 4 useful attitudes for the soul to grow up and pass on to others. — TS Grade: We know what was going on with the world, so let's go fix it! Special Thanks to St. Dr. DF; I was a MD

Edward Grant
Lunnon, Ontario
BA Bus., Business, Economics and Sociology
It's even more believable at 9 am and 2 pm. Stay home, take a breather. In the end, Gertrude, Sec. '93. Jamaica. To all the boys of SFU SP Hunter & Boy's, the pigs in space. Cheers! IN HOC

Willa Griffin
Calgary, Alberta
BA Geography
Every mistake of the future is a memory of the past. Great times shared with Pollack 162 'Chicks' and going to HBC Cats Ban's! Thanks Mom, Dad and Mike. AEO forever

Thomas A. Guest
Warsaw, Ontario
BA Hist., Drama
Thank you folks, pigs, Toby — The real inspector tank R.A. Babble P. Sparks ORG MS Colver Montana end. less Bag of M & Mrs TAKLYGVRGHEN fijhins CI MQ Plus Ed on wax — Dear True

Rebecca Ham
Lennoreville, Quebec
BA Political Science, Min. Anthropology, Religion
The greatest reward is hard fought. Thanks to most Dear Heather Smarch but every other folks. All my pants you all made it happen. Prez CUPAC St. marks Clear trip to Nemaska

Cynthia Hamilton
Lakefield, Ontario
BA Business and Mathematics
From Teddypants start to campaign, it's been an amazing experience. Hope we have many more in the future. Gather live on forever.
Roger V. Hardy
Toronto, Ontario
BA Political Studies
What the average man needs is what he can have; what the
superior man needs is to be a part of events. "FUTWHE Caroli,
Cali, Mack, HD & MM. P & FTC Nantucket? 91, 92 Thua mom and dad All the best BU

Megan Harris
Ajax, Ontario
BA Hon Political Studies
My Bishop's square provided a venue for private reflec-
tions, public participation & lasting impressions.
Cheers. Oxford Leger TL, BL, VD, GN, HA FEL. Thua
Mom family & friends for Luc & Support

Julie Harrison
Nepean, Ontario
BA Hon. English

Tanja Harrison
Dourhouth, N. S.
BA Classics, Ms. English, German
"You're never really lost, just temporarily delayed."  Here's to Oxford Girls, Hobbn, PR, Wednesday,
Cowboys, Sheep, etc. Thua, Precautions & The
"Experience! Thanks Mom & Dad. Latex!

Caroline D. Hart
Halifax, N. S.
BA Humanities
The memories made will never be forgotten so seize the
day & make it last. Thua Mom & Dad for an incredible
4 yrs. — Mac 2210, 20, Red, Florida, Pub "Scum" &
ADPS!!! Live on HR EG SD M CY CB — XDP

Robert B. Hartley
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Social Sciences

Nicole Hendershot
Scarborough, Ontario
BA Geography, Ms. Anthropology
Ulong memo — B3 B3 JF BT TA, Rooms, HOS, ADPS, Mac-90, 93, 94. 95, 96, 97. I don't remember. Mexico 93 — Pepe's Bar! Thanks to everyone who made that
You know who you are, especially M.C. D

Mary-Anne Henderson
Richmond, England
BA Psychology, Ms. Languages
Some people think life is a dream so they make matters
worse — Rob. Thanks to the people who matter —
Cheers, it's been a laugh.

Gordon Todd Henning
Toronto, Ontario
BA Political Studies

Elizabeth A. Hennessy
St. Hilaire, Quebec
BA English
The love of learning, the sequenced books, and all the
sweet serenity of books. Longfellow. Love to Mom —
Wayne, L.A.R.C! Come, Walton, Come! The Game is
about — A.C. Doyle

Andrew P. Hickey
Montreal, Quebec
BA Political Studies, Ms. Sociology
It's been a memorable 3 years especially with 4 years of
rugby. Thanks to M.S. D for all the support. Bishop's
wouldn't be the same since 1991. I couldn't do it with you,
Farrell

Tim Hill
Agincourt, Ontario
BA Hon. Political Economy
Thanks for 3 great years! "Our little group has always
been, and always will be unit the end." Farrell but not
good-bye, especially KG, Pgh, KMcl, JS and BW
Catherine Jangnes-Hirtenstein
Baie D'Urfe, Quebec
BA Sociology, BA English
The time has come! I will miss it! Thank you Simon for making this the year to REMEMBER FOREVER!!!
Bishop's is not only a great school but a great place to get married. Bye.

Simon Hirtenstein
Richmond Hill, Ontario
BA Hon. Political Economy
Has it really been FOUR years-woe!!! Well that's the first stage finished. I must thank my dear wife Cathy.
Thanks Pat couldn't have done it without you. Thanks BURFC for memories.

Blair Grant Hirtle
Vancouver, B.C.
BA English
The last ride. Bishop's shelf ends its broadcast. Final drama creates. Ever: Production Mgmt, Dad for their love and support; and the best, most talented cast ever: RR, KC, GC.

Greg Hiscox
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology
I've spent 4 years in the higher mind. I've got my paper now, I'm free! Thanks to the boys: KC, GC, RH, SB, JM and SM. Great times at LBS, TFL, 2, BU Ball, BADASS 92, CT, & UR #1 IMH.

Christine E. Hochwalt
Pierrefonds, Quebec
BA Hon. Sociology, BA German
A few of my favorite things: A blessing from the sun, A boy from egadys Anne, A walk in my shoes, Acoustic Tuesdays, Antibiotics, holding f's hand, Dr. Lustigman's wisdom, and Nicolas.

Eriu Holmes
Ayer's Cliff, Quebec
BA Hon. Psychology
OK. Boats aren't that good & they aren't flat boats.
but unless u're played, u never had a Mast. Thanks to Stu, tic, Smee, Bubba, Pomme, MS & JA. FS. JIM WOULD HAVE DONE IT.

James Philip Honeyman
Vancouver, B.C.
BA Hon. Psychology
Love to my family of which are the boys: JM, MG, SV, AM, AR, GC. The Queen & Amb. BU SC CR & Immemorial Lectures. Taste life in bitter, sour, salty and sweet. The latter reminds me of you JF.

Paula Anne Hopkins
Halifax, Nova Scotia
BA Social Sciences

Adam Hough
Calgary, Alberta
BA English, MR Computer Science, Classical Studies
"I came, I saw, I conquered. I left." Goodbye Steve, Justin, Pat and Peter. The campus and all those who worked on it. Journalism s.k: Journalism really s.k. GRTAMES

Jennifer L. Hume
Belleville, Ontario
BA History, BA English
No, you could never tell where you were going, that was a sure thing. The only sure thing. Nor could you tell how you would get there — though when you arrived it was somehow right. K. Ellison
Andrea M. Hunt
Hamilton, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology, Min. Anthropology
Credit ants: B. Catoe, Brooke at Sprott, N. Cotana, Luke, Ken, Falling Duane, M. T., Eamonn, Shane, Mark, ADS, & all my friends — Esp. J.A, CC, & Peter —
Love you lots!!! To the future & Tropicana '83!

C. Brent Jacobs
Scarborough, Ontario
BA Social Sciences, Min. Business
I've spent 4 years here at Bishop's — skiing, golfing, learning, and growing, huge thanks to the doctors and
friends. Thanks to W.I. and all of my friends. HAVE FUN!!!

Steven T. Jacobs
Scarborough, Ontario
BA Geography, Min. Sociology
Good times, good friends, and a short trip at The CC
KIDO, BIST, SPINOCER DYNAMO A & B, SGC '63, and Sigma Chi experiences not to be forgot.
Ann, Dr. Bishop, the M & D, in HOC — SIGNO VINCES

Chris Jakst
Whitby, Ontario
BA Political Science
A blackout at the cross of signs and stars in the night sky and blind myself for the first time. The biting
coldness and the drifting confusiveness of the world. Thanks to my family & friends.

Kimberley A. Johnson
Charlottetown, Nova Scotia
BA Hon. English, Min. Philosophy, Religion
"None of us who live in God have dark suspicions that he believes in us." — Arnold Wesker's Stu-
lock. For Harvey and the Chick — how can I begin to thank you enough?

Robert A. Johnson
Manitou, Ontario
BA Hon. English
Bills are a short. I'll miss you guys. From Mac314, Man123, 96 Queer — Cheers BI Soccer, Straight-
the Honda, bellissimo, Erevus, Style, Lion, Thanks M — D, L.S., and my old T.M. — Bless you all

Robert J. Johnston
Peterborough, Ontario
BA Hon. Political Studies, Min. English
Thanks to my parents, BI Rugby (Champs 80) and special thanks to Kirk, Denou, Michelle Caben (East),
keeping his soccer boots Norton, Tim's subbed. Such, or Life with Eliza

Amanda H. Jones
Toronto, Ontario
BA Political Studies, Min. Economics
Bp. Bishop's — Many thanks to Pub Staff, Roommates, etc. Love to HF, FS, CC, and SH. To M & D & Adam — SO, You're the best

Paul E. Judson
Toronto, Ontario
BA Social Sciences

Tiino Seppa Kankare
Toronto, Ontario
BA Economics
Elizabeth (Betsy) Kennerley
Toronto, Ontario
BA Business, MSc Economics
Raise a toast 31/2 yrs of good times & good friends across the table somewhere... - Texas Hall Way house & Troopers A-Pi Road Trip & Skiing! Time to move to bigger mountains.

Angela Kertland
Westmount, Quebec
BA English
Chenery 2 North, 241, QMI, Pub. Enidible // FLA, RAI, LKX, Farhan Shores, Shadmo, Cond. ML, RR, SP
THX 2 You, Rob... infinity? Faith, RAI, K, spirit UI

Judy Kilam
Mercier, Quebec
BA Business, MSc Spanish
I was at the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, and it has come to an end. Thanks Mom & Dad. NCC for your friendship, DM for making this year X-Special!

Rosalin King
Oakville, Ontario
BA Hon. Sociology
Well, it's been fun. Thanks Bob for the good times. Where's my crutches? Have a job... Crappy! Life: 80 + 1.

Fred Koch
Ontario, Ontario
BA History
UBFC MVP, Que Prov '92, NYC '91, '92 Clunks
Maths: 1st. Druggers, Vermont Dominicans. + Fdn Shirts
Good Ideas: RAIET '91, Street Party '91. Love to eat... it ain't Turkey. Don't go away madd. Just gravy.

Peter Krug
Oakville, Ontario
BA Geography, MSc Sociology
87 — Norton 405. 12, Magazines. 88 — we are. 89 Jamaica de Bliss, Wizards, Muchka — beautiful people
and Trees. Town Homeless. Thanks to SG, Roller Ice, Doug. + Beke. + all my friends. T DOWN!

Micheal Kuhnert
Oakville, Ontario
BA Hon. Mathematics

Andrea Lackey
Lindsay, Ontario
BA Social Science
'She's Lady Carters — Annual shooter parties. T Bird tours what's the point? RDAAE.

Lindsay A. E. Lackner
Kitchener, Ontario
BA Humanities
Whadda we mean I can't come back? Duchess Rugby turkeys. + Germans, my chum. Haystack. Oh My God... Nice, Existing Preference of Winkie. — Live in! TB, TG, RB, SH, Chuckle, Cliff! Mom & Dad — I did it!

Louise Lafond
Ontario, Ontario
BA Political Studies
Non duole et decernam est pro patria mori. Illiniem atque amemus... Vale!
Krista A. Lambert  
Ottawa, Ontario  
RA Political Science, Minor: Economics  
Epicurian noises from mental circus now but voices can resound again — INAR. Best wishes to the Minis & Alpha Delta F.R.I. I love you MMWAM. Amanda!  
TFAF WILFO

Peter Lacalle  
Brampton, Ontario  
RA Political Science  
Adventure without risk is Penzeyland . . . I will take many memories with me. 11 Segundos, the Cottage and the neighbours. Thanks Mom and Andrea.

Adrienne Leatherdale  
Orillia, Ontario  
RA Fine Arts  
Drunk, I don't drink! Home sick — me! Cary, never! Pick up what! I owe you my stability to all my friends. Jill, nice to see your face & make you! Thanks M + D for S + support. BYE. BISH LOVE YA.

Sandra M. Leslie  
Montreal, Quebec  
RA English  
Some were good but all is not forgotten. Thanks to all my friends, to Alpha Phi and especially my parents. But Bishop's thanks for the great memories.

Jason Lewis  
Ottawa, Ontario  
RA Economics  
Some people see the gold is cold — Why? Others will look — & think — Why Not! Thanks BU. Dick, Hacterial, Heals, PWMPI, SML, esp M & D don't forget — Chicken L o m, Greco special, Honq — Step that Kick.

Bruce Logan  
Toronto, Ontario  
RA Canadian Studies, Minor: Economics, History  
Every day look at a beautiful picture, read a beautiful poem, listen to beautiful music, and, if possible, say some reasonable things. Geertie. Thanks MDJ. Bregag, Beth + Take.

Andreas J. Louv  
Montreal, Quebec  
RA History  
Well its been fun, but now its time to get back to reality. Now I can expect doors with my RA instead of my face. No Sense for me not dead. Hey PK, Pseudoph, A11, St. EX 341. Hey Wes 27.

Nancy MacIntosh  
Two Mountains, Quebec  
RA History, Min: English  
Well its been fun, but now its time to get back to reality. Now I can expect doors with my RA instead of my face. No Sense for me not dead. Hey PK, Pseudoph, A11, St. EX 341. Hey Wes 27.
Steve Majury
Orleans, Ontario
BA Economics
Football, BROTHERHOOD, 917. Dominican Rep.
Sunrise Club, Halloween, The Ever Boys. It's all the
"Wild Things" that made a college! Here's to all the
boys. Thanks & Love to Mom, Dad, & Ania

Sinclair "Stu" Maloney
Montreal, Quebec
BA Hon. Fine Arts
Hey Stu — you get as much out of it as you put
into it. The Quaid. Student Patrol. Thanks to all my
friends and professors for all the good times and help.

Lori Lynn Marek
Toronto, Ontario
BA Business English. Mrs Italian
I must this adventure that is the context of my life to
go on without end! — SB63. Love and laughter to those
who had faith in me and supported my stay here. Top
Dad & HM. VV BV VG.

Julie Marier
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Humanities
I am leaving a special memory. I thank those who
made this possible. Nothing stands in the way of our
desires, and victory is my hope to fulfill them.

Alison Mason
Toronto, Ontario
BA Geography
Memories such as these will last a lifetime. Pollock, 1982
"Queen" s. How will I say goodbye to all who made
it what it was? NB MB. "Boys" & Mom and Dad.
"But Dudes".

Dave McBride
Pincourt, Quebec
BA Business, Ms. Political Studies
Time flies when you're having fun. Custer B Bell. Ab-
all the memories, I might be back. Special thanks to
Mom — Dad and the GAITERS!

Heather A. McElrea
Burlington, Ontario
BA Hon. Psychology. Ms. Classical Studies
The CD maybe not happy, the sad. You're more than
a page in my diary. Great times — great friends. — O.K.
Potato — Hey, too much!! This Lor is a real
trombone. Cheers!

Shelagh Fiona McKee
North York, Ontario
BA Drama, Ms. Sociology

Diane C. McMath
Bosonsfield, Quebec
BA Social Sciences, Mrs. English
Education in what services where what has been learned
has been forgotten. BF Skinnel

Jocelyn McManus
Kawth, Ontario
BA History
"He who laughs last". Thanks M — D for the love
and support and to my friends for the memories. No
need to say bye as this is merely the beginning. At
— Be my turn!!
Stirling McNeil
Kanata, Ontario
BA Social Sciences, Min. Economics. Business
It's been a blast! So many memories, rookie night, Boston, last day, etc. Nothing is ever boring. Special thanks to Mom and Dad and all my friends, EC, ML, JM, RR, KS.

S dealing Meek
Elmicoke, Ontario
BA Commerce
"Do not take life too seriously. You will never get out of it alive." The B. A. way of life. Thx to Alpha and friends for making the semester memorable! LW HH MH TT NS KD BW PQ OR and Mom.

Gretel Greenfenn Meyer
Mgtn, Stewart, P.E.I.
BA Honours Drama
Thanks to everyone in the drama dept. for their caring and support. Thanks, Lauren. I couldn't ask for a better friend and ally. So long, Stuani! You're a special guy. FLS SIS.

Marian Michel
Ascot, Quebec
BA English, French
Thanks to all my friends for making my BA years incre- sible. I'll never forget Beanie and Poetry. Love to Re- vina for her support and typing my essays. Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Larry K. Miller
Kinston, Quebec
BA Economics, Min. Business
Rest of back to the good times. Loan from the cottage. Thanks to K for great times. BEST day on tap. Remiember, it's not large.

Downe J. Milligan
Laketfield, Ontario
BA English
It has been more than memorable. Rugby, hockey, track, student patrol, RC Staff 91-92, Abbott, Ms., TIB Church, etc. Thanks so much, Mom and Dad — I can't write what you mean to me.

Scott C. Mitchell
Saint John, N.B.
BA Political Studies, Min. History
35 Church — Animal Farm, FIMMS, BII Soccer 90, Handballers, The bus came and I got on — Hamilton, NYC, Albany, Boston — The bus to Neverneverland, ME @ X. Thanks, Mom & Dad for everything, WALLST.

Michelle Morrison
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
BA

Cuc Thi Hoang Nguyen
BA Music

Sandra J. Nichols
Compton, Quebec
BA Film Production
Favorite moment: putting a check on the registration form where it says are you planning to graduate this semester. Quote: Friends are the true diploma of life.
Hal C. Patterson
Laval, Quebec
BA Political Studies, Min. History
I can't believe they're letting me out into the real world. Memories of the '88 Norton crew, the Hamburgerhuts, and the overall love my Karma will be!!

Julia Pennman
Toronto, Ontario
BA Psychology
At 6'3 and light-hearted I take to the open road. Healthy, free, the world before me. W.W. Thanks Mom & Dad.

Kelly Ann Pchau
Nepan, Ontario
BA Human Resources, Min. Women's Studies
"Once a step at a time is the best way to go..." I can't believe it's over! Thanks Coach Ollie, Rams, Alpha Phi, and God! Thanks Mom & Dad for all your support!! Keep on smiling!

Brenda Pinset
Grand Falls, Newfoundland
BA French, Min. English
Thanks so much Mom & Dad, I'm going to miss your support...

Mark "Ross" Planche
Oakville, Ontario
BA Drama
Oh well! After 3 yrs of purgatory, the theatre is going to be all right!!

Jessica Sloan Plant
Southport, Connecticut
BA Fine Arts
Mom and Dad for your patience and support.

Luce Penuvrier
Victorville, Quebec
BA Psychology
Bishop's - The 3 best years of my life. I wish I could stay forever...
Katherine Quigley  
BA Political Studies

Mehran Rangnezhad  
Winnipeg, Manitoba  
BA English, MR, French, Women's Studies  
"Too much of a good thing can be wonderful!" The gang at St. Scholastica, Beaudry, Freshwater, Mississaugum, Manderly, Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi, Mom and Dad – I am forever in debt to you!

Tracy Randall  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA English  
What can I say? It's over already! Goodbye and good luck to all my friends. Ken, Lisa, Janine – take care, thanks for all the great memories! I'll miss you.

Richard Jonas Raymond  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Geography, MR, Business, Economics  
For everything – Thanks Mom, Dad, Mona, Millie Vandel, PJP, Tech, Concours 12 – The Way We Were  
Dynasty, Pope – Scp, Bonhomme, Halfway & Blue Chop, So that's the game, Oh Murphy! GAITERS #1

Damian J. Reilly  
Elmhurst, Ontario  
BA Biblical Studies  
Tumble beginnings make for great finishes. Cheers to my friends old and new. Thanks to Dad, Mom and Pan. Let the good times roll!

Valerie Ann Reinis  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA English, Drama  
Pay attention to each other. Whatever is thinkable is real in an apathy free & let live. Want a completely wonderfull srveral place this is. Friends & Drama I love you both. Thanks M + D + P

Scott Böke  
Batte d'Urfe, Quebec  
BA Business, MR, Economics  
"College Days Will Linger Forever in Our Hearts." Ab Initio, Queen's, Totem, Evergreen, St. Charles, LG White Hall, Bar St. U Games, Sunrise Club, 24 Party, Thanks to Friends, Brothers & Sisters.

Rohan A. Rogers  
Niagara-On-The-Lake, Ontario  
BA Hon. Fine Arts, MR, French  
"A grateful mind has seven stars not, but still plays, at once indebted and discharging." – Milton

James Gordon Rosenthal  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Social Sciences  
You can't build a reputation on something you are going to do! I have this with my Mom & S, DP & P — Sorry

Damien C. Roy  
North Hatley, Quebec  
BA Business, MR, Economics  
Our Business in life is not to get ahead of others, but to get ahead of ourselves. Thanks to family and all my friends for their support and the great times had here.
Gary Regan
East Farnham, Quebec
BA Social Science, Min. Business
Wore the long and winding road. Thanks Mom and Dad. Seminary being red new community. A special thank you to LH for her friendship and vision. It's been a hard Chape.

Joey Saba
Laval, Quebec
BA Economics, Min. French
Here's to Gaitner football the late nights at the Pub. Here's to Real Street! To the track team, Ate + Ate & the Rocks Picnic & Able RART '91 To the Boys & brothers?

Horst H. Schaalhilt
Etobicoke, Ontario
BA Geography, Min. Business
So long Bishop. Hello reality. It's been a great 4 years reality like when your turn was. Thanks everyone who was a part of it. With Love Your T. Sb. Lh.

Lucy L. Scholze
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon. Art History
Although its been said before, I think I'll say it again — Bishop's has been a great experience, but the best is yet to come.

Sean Schorr “Lean Jean”
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Economics, Min. Politics
NOI WORTH SPERMETERE TE TERERE. Mac. Renz. Police... It's been an experience. Controversy, terrorist, Students, but have fun. S-Ten? Chat! Thank you Dad. Mom. Cini & FAQ. Proud to be a six.

David Schew
Pori Perry, Ontario
BA Economics, Min. Business

Josephine Ester Scihtine
Montreal, Quebec
BA Hist. Sociology, Min. French
"The presence of best minds is often defeated by the tenderness of best hearts." Love to my FAMILY. To those who shared those 3 yrs with me. Thanks you will always be in my heart.

Mark Sereda
Etobicoke, Ontario
BA Political Studies
There's a fine line between stupid and clever. Smile and enjoy the people around you. I truly wish you all the best!

Andrew Lawrin Smith
Beaconsfield, Quebec
BA Politics
Thanks for 3 great years. REST The Cottage. ... When the going gets weird, the weird turn pro. ... Thanks Mom. Dad. Loan, "This brother is free. I'll be what I want to be."
Stephanie Lynn Smith
Lemoisne, Quebec
BA Business, Mrs. Economics

Tina Ann Smith
Gaspe, Quebec
BA Business, Mrs. Economics
I started with a dream, but then I have a mission. To the Gaspe gate — Live it up! Live with thanks to Mom
+ Dad + D + D Farina Face = Fortissi

Tina L. Smith
Ottawa, Ontario
BA History, Mrs. English
When I got here they never told me I'd have to kiss
Thanks to the Adjudant, and all my friends, "concern" and all.
And to the Polar Bears — I tried. Love you all. Yonder

Jennifer Speyer
Nepean, Ontario
BA History, Mrs. English
Time flies when you dont know it. Newton 26, BIKOS, Kappa
Alpha, ADPi, Sorry Mr. P. among all! Thanks to all my
friends. Be the best 4 years. Keep in mind, good luck and
have fun! NOW WHAT!

William R. Starr (Bill)
Rahway, N.J.
BA Business, Mrs. Psychology, Economics
Mac246 - The Best Part! Naked Rugby 90-91
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
BA Psychology, Mrs. Brown
Learn as much as you can, meet as many people as
possible and you will possess all the wealth you need.

Sandra Jane Salivan
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Political Studies, Mrs. English
We get by with a little help from our friends! G & T.
This is 7 - Y.E. - L. C. & B. H. - L. P. & B. H. - 74-75.
EX. PK - couldn't have done it without you.
Thanks Fish, Mrs. D. for all... AOE forever!

Bob Scurrett
Lenox, Quebec
BA Fine Arts

Monika A. Szollosy
Vaudreuil, Quebec
BA Hon. Psychology
In the future I wonder what will become of me as I look
forward to all possibilities. Great times in BIL will never
be forgotten. AIESEC, Parties, Lunch, Thanks everyone.

Lynn Tanoue
Ottawa, Ontario
BA English, Mrs. Ma/B
Life begins, is not a dream so dark in shades. Off a
little morning run tells a pleasant day. — Charlotte
Brown, Thanks 2 my family X0 key 2 Chris
Lynn Thomson  
Calgary, Alberta  
BA Hon. Fine Arts

Jennifer Erin Thompson  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA Hon. Sociology  
"College days will linger ever in our hearts... It’s been a great 3 years — thank you Mom & Dad for believing in me and to my wonderful friends and A.P.D. for the memories.

Cindy Leah Tomlinson  
Manitou, Ontario  
BA Hon. Sociology, Min. Anthropology  
Here’s to all at the good times & bad. HH, HH, HH, AG, CC, JS, AN, AN, AN. SFEO, MA, Roberts, Beecroft. Desserts?? Elitch R.I.P. Mom & Dad thanks for everything. Greg. U & #1 BMIN & A

Steve A.J. Torrey  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Political Studies  
One for Jake & the Pack! Mackenzie 38’s. The Hammer House Shout the Beat! Thanks Gram. To Dad for 4 worked years and to Mom and Dad I did it! Thanks! WIIHABEVER!

Jana Valkova  
BA Fine Arts

John A. Waldron  
Guelph, Ontario  
BA Hist. Sociology, Min. Business  
Humor occurs in a corner, decision habit on. Love Bridal Path “Hey Man, What’s Up?” Freedom fighter  
R.L.D. Rough summer CC, DF, JS, TG Mom & Dad Ann Thanks Card T1 all Brothers INHS.

Mark Walker  
Mississauga, Ontario  
BA Social Sciences  
All good things must come to an end. Thanks to everyone who made it special. Let there be drunkenness. Little Forks. Do all those I remember as well as those I don’t. Cheers!

Jaime Wallace  
Newmarket, Ontario  
BA Hon. Economics, Min. Business  
2 thumbs up! Thanks to those guys & girls who made it possible — You have the most awesome & awesome perks. Stay in touch & keep smiling. Thanks to Mom & Dad GSC ’89. IN HOC.

Kathlin Warner  
Val-des-Monts, Quebec  
BA Art History

Remember yesterday. Dream of tomorrow... Lice Today. Many thanks to all who made these last years memorable.

Scott A. Washington  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA Social Sciences  
Open up another keg of beer. For them not for knowledge that we came to college, but to raise hell all the year. Monkeys — J.K. Galbraith

Yannie Watson  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Social Sciences

Malcolm Webb  
Casper, Wyoming  
BA Political Science  
Naday, Brubak and Short — Thomas Hobbes
Karen Willey
BA Hon. Drama, Mrs. Equestria

Eugene Willett
New Richmond, Quebec
BA Sociology, Mr. History
I would like to thank all the great friends that made my stay at Bishop's fun. I hope to see you in the future. Special thanks to the boys, for making Bishop's unforgettable.

Lisa A.J. Wilson
Cowansville, Quebec
BA Business, Mrs. Economics

Phil D. Wilson
Montreal, Quebec
BA Mr. Political Science, History, Geography
The best four years! All the best to the girls, & the boys past & present. To my family thank you very much. WWF, East Side, RW, RA, AK, SU, UG, RH, HD, TR & RR! Good luck to all.

Allison Wood
Nepean, Ontario
BA Sociology
Thanks for all the fun (what can be recollected) KF, TB, TM, PA, JT, ST, CT, CR! Here's to younger men & lots of girls. M218 & McDicks. Keep in touch & come see me in London! XXXOX

Alessandra Woods
Port Hope, Ontario
BA German
Course if it's a question of to be or not to be, I'll put on my boots and go see what I can see. Thanks M + D! 65, Monster '92-93, Blackhole Sessions, SLEERTA, Violan Dunk DISK K + DR, R.

Rebecca Woods
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon. English

Jennifer Worts
Collingwood, Ontario
BA Social Sciences, Mrs. Sociology
Here's to the good times - Pallbear, Falling Pines - T.A. TB ST HP & of course KEY - KELL, WIL & my A-Pi sister - AOM, cab - Mom, Dad & Shelby for believing in me - I love you!!

Joan Znidaric
Mississauga, Ontario
BA Religion, Mrs. Sociology
Thanks Mom & Dad! Does this mom I have to get a say?
Bachelor of Business Administration

Lori Amla
Point-Claire, Quebec
BBA Accounting

Gavin M. Baird
St. John's, Newfoundland
BBA Finance, Mkt. Economics
"What a place to be! "INDUCED" Thanks Bishop's and friends. All 83 Queers, The 'Cottage' BLIS -- flip on order -- Special Thanks to Mom & Dad.

Sandip Bald
New York, New York
BBA Finance, Human Resources
My love & thanks to my parents, my Uncle, Grandma & Aunt. It was a bumpy ride but a good one. Louis, Pete, Eric, Lisa, Ken. I'll never forget U. Ur true friends. Alex, Sharon, Hammer, NL. B fave

Connie Battista
Lacul sur le lac, Quebec
BBA Marketing, Mkt. Economics
Love you Bishop's -- It's time to move on emb. Thanks to all those who made it memorable -- Kam. My love, JK. and of course, Mom and Dad.

Jane E. Baxter
Moncton, N.B.
BBA Finance, Mkt. Economics
Clean means at the G. D.D. Sue Norton. Prospect, It's been fun, See you at Homecoming!

Martin "Pepe" Beuchamp
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Finance, Accounting
Hey dudes! I'm leaving! I know it hurts but you right there. Not. Thanks to all MFT for all of this. Hope to see you soon. Gilda, thanks for everything. I'll never forget you guys.

Carl Belanger
Drummondville, Quebec
BBA Marketing
After 3 years, I thought that the quality of our English would have been better. -- I recently learned that you can't say "How Polite?" Thanks to Lou. Hugo Martin & the others & so forth.

Maryse Belrose
Drummondville, Quebec
BBA Finance
What a great time. Life at Bishop's has been wonderful. I learned to party & I met great people. Thanks to all my friends and also my family who helped me and braced in me.
Hugo Boisvert
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BBA Marketing
It's already over... but it's just a beginning. AESEC, Communiques, BMD Soccer, Mount Vic, Carl, Lisa, Louis. ISA, ADR. Special thanks to my parents. Seven together forever.

Andre Bonneville
Ste. Marie, Quebec
BBA Accounting

Bonnie Bourgaze
Gaspé, Quebec
BBA Marketing
A friend is a person who walks in when the rest of the world walks out. Words just can't sum up the friendships or unforgettable memories. Thanks to my family and friends.

Tara P. Brien
Saint John, N.B.
BBA Human Resources, Mrs. Economics
Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself. —J. Dewey

Paul Calder
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Finance
The road thanks Ma & Pop for all the support & S.E.R.
+ M.R. — 7 year I won't forget. C.F. — Belgium 92.
T.E. — D.G. — Rev. Garris. I owe my life: H.C.; you changed my life: Being on the eh...

Kathy Cassidy
London, Ontario
BBA Human Resources
Don't go where the path leads, go instead where there is no path & leave a trail... SRC, RB, Out of Court Camp. Camp, as a team, BBQs, Coffee, SA lets talk about malice... Here's to you — BL

Philip Caradus
Brockville, Quebec
BBA Finance
I would like to thank all of the friends who comforted me through some of the cruelest times. Hammers, Teams, MK, CP, TB, KB, Jen & Adam. I also thank my parents for making all this possible.

Elizabeth A. Cullis
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Marketing
Thanks to all my friends. I had a great time! Best of luck. XOXO

Guille Cote
North Hatley, Quebec
BBA Human Resources
What wonderful friends, I have made over the years. I am grateful to have been a part of their teams. Although I am glad it is over I would do it again without any hesitation.

Chantal Drouin
Ottawa, Ontario
BBA Accounting
Thanks to all my friends for the great times and memories, MCC — lesser of 2k, pub justice, killer punch, forgotten nights, good times, Phi, Special thanks to Moms, Pals. K.P. LA

Stephen A. Dobos
North York, Ontario
BBA International Business
With friends — from Mackenzie to Hardy, Carl — I have laughed & learned. I have cried & laughed. These experiences will stay with me, forever. Thank you ANU, APU, ZSLES & Todd.

Tracy Dors
Nepean, Ontario
BBA Finance, Mrs. Economics
I'm happy to have lived "The Bbeer Experience" and I am proud to be graduating. I will miss the parties and my APD's sisters. Tpk, M. & D. Kopp, FC, SSS, The Ploy, Tan, Al, Lin, and Gerv!
Melissa Driscoll
St. Augustine River, Quebec
BBA Finance, Min. Economics
Hog Joe, remember the club house #1? What ever! Chris would like to see a piece of ham and dance? Goodbye to two special moments, ADP — best thanks to Mom and Dad.

Brigitte Fabi
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Marketing
It’s been a good but nice it’s time to move on. To all my friends, have a good one. Thanks Mom & Dad.

Nancy C. Geoffroy
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Marketing
Merci famille pour le support que vous m’avez donné. Thanks to Judy & Alain in your support. Long live Commerce Grimo, Football, Bob & Lens. So raise a toast and keep in touch! NC200

Lee S. Grout
Philadelphia, PA.
BBA Finance, Min. Economics
Thanks to Mom Dad Lorac Neil Pat Marc Tim Joe. Good luck to everyone in the future and keep in touch.

Tom Hamilton
Victoria, B.C.
BBA Accounting, Min. Computer Science
Thanks for the support Dad. And thanks to the Mariner bunch. Bob taught me how to drink and how to think. Remember life is just a memory.

Nancy Hanna
Clunjauaug, Quebec
BBA Human Resources
Success can only be measured in terms of distance travelled — Thanks to my family and friends who supported me through my two years at Bishop’s. And stay in touch.

Isabelle Harnois
Ste-Marthe du Cap, Quebec
BBA Finance
If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it. Merci a tous pour le support déploie tout au long des études.

Tara Henderson
Obiaga, Ontario
BBA Marketing, Min. Economics

Tanya M. Hodge
Dorval, Quebec
BBA Finance
Love the moment because the moment is short lived — Special thanks to Mam and Dad for making this possible. CC, AC, TB, RR I’ll miss you guys. See you in the future! Love T.

Joanne M. Jacques
Gaspe, Quebec
BBA Human Resources
What lies beyond & what lies before are tiny matters when compared to what lies within us. Well what’s been a bust! Last year So long Bush — until the next time TM & D

Carla Ann Jones
Saint John, N.B.
BBA Accounting, Min. Economics

Diane Keirstead
BBA Management, Min. Economics

Jennifer McEve
D.D.O., Quebec
BBA General Business Management
College days will linger even in our hearts; Spain, Fashion Show, Aerobics, Rec, Staff, DM, 18B Church... I'll miss it! M&D thanks for the motivation — Paul — we did it! I love you!

Kimberly I. McKell
Lennoxville, Quebec
BBA Management Science and Information Systems
"What a wonderful day we've had. We have learned something and I have learned something. Too bad we didn't learn it sooner so we could have gone to the movies instead.

Matthew McLean
Pembia, Ontario
BBA Economics, Mr. Economics
I'm onto here! May 89, Burnaby, BC. Bishop's Soccer, Commerce Games, Fencing, Padiatic, Volleyball, Hockey, Games, Canoeing, Skiing, Pub Staff, Lamb Umac, Sigma Chi, HUSU, Friends, M&D thanks Cat!

Tim N. Miller
Saint John, N.B.
BBA Finance, M.B. Economics
It's been great. Women, A. Hanley Association, lots of fun Liverpool's Pub (Halifax), Bring Me Honda to be at home. Thanks to M & D and esp CJ — we made it!

Vincenzo Moron
Montreal, Quebec
BBA Health Sciences
Above the video store. Hop! Let's Roll! Association with Martinez and Holly Ries. Patrick, Commerce Games — Why look at all the beers in glass on my box! Big thanks to Mom & Dad

Jennifer Morin
Pointe Claire, Quebec
BBA Accounting
Mom & Dad. I made it! SH-t quite the experience! Clubhouse King a hell? Melinda: This said — "Happy" Roll — lots alone. Thanks for believing in me! This to my family & Nibs. Not in the license!

Duncan R. Morrison
Victoria, British Columbia
BBA Human Resources, Mrs. Economics, Political Science
SUCCESS is getting what you want. HAPPIESS is wanting what you get. Be true to yourself: Cherish friendships. Dare to achieve the impossible & always with the third option

Marc C. Normand
Cornwall, Ontario
BBA Accounting
So long, my dear C & L. Well O'Her, the Acerer, Squads, The Adventures of Lipp, Thompson, Macdonald, The Exploding TV, Swiftlet, Doux M & D, DM, SS, DD, DA, GG, PO, NR, LG

Gilda Nunes
Vendun, Quebec
BBA Accounting
Ash too sad to let go. Thanks to all my rug pals — Van, Tony, and Martin, Hyd-Bell — What a hoot! We don't know him, but left that's alright. Thanks Mom and Dad and — you're great.

Susie Patterson
Gaspe, Quebec
BBA Human Resources
Here's to Bish and all the wonderful memories. It's been a blast! To all those who have accompanied me on my journey, thanks a million & I'll never forget you — till we meet again.

D. Andrew Pennlale
St. Innes, Quebec
BBA Accounting
This Mom & Dad for all your support. Will always remember Barnet's Inns, trips to Boston, Quebec, Holy Cross, lots of beer, nice snow. I think we'll have today. Take care RC, TF CC BES

Luc Pickett
Quebec City, Quebec
BBA Accounting
Bishop's — Great people, great friends and great place. Alibi's remember those 3 years so the best of me. I wish my good luck to everyone I got to know and hope we'll meet again!!
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Emmanuel Ragot  
Versailles, France  
BBA Marketing  
Thanks to you both for your love and faith. Merci a toute ma famille pour son soutien (esp. Mam & Pap). Keep in touch Jeff. Great memories from BBA. God luck to French people.

Christine G. Rinaldi  
Laval, Quebec  
BBA Finance, Ma Economics  
Back — "All Smiles" — 3 yrs of lifetime Memories & Ms!  
Feb 4th, Pinc, Mas 337, Abbott — J.P. Pariter, Comm. Games 94-95, FL, dilemma, one too many — Did it all! Tracey M & D Y Anna — The best a AEP

Scott W. Rodger  
Lachute, Quebec  
BBA Marketing, Ma Economics  
My BBA experience has been one that will never be forgotten. May the future hold nothing but the best for all my friends. Thanks to Mom and Dad for providing all the support. Thanks to Ken and Joe for making this a great experience. — Top MJ who gave us this journey.

Nicole S. Rutkas  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Marketing, Ma Economics, French  
Success is a journey, not a destination — RJSF —  
HPC — France — road trips — greats & parties! Thanks KD HR and all who made this a great experience — Top MJ who gave us this journey.

Steven L. Scheun  
Sept-Iles, Quebec  
BBA Marketing, Ma Economics  
I don't care what anyone says Bishops is the best experience of a lifetime to be remembered forever! Kachner Student Patrol. Mike Breggie & Keith — Friends for life! S & M Rules!!

Helen Shiri  
Montreal, Quebec  
BBA Marketing  
I got by with a little help from my friends. Thanks to my big bro, Emil. Thanks to Rob & Mom & Dad great times with BK, SA, NAA & DP.

Richard Stacey  
Nepean, Ontario  
BBA Marketing, Ma Economics  

Lisa D. Tsichoraz  
Beaconfield, Quebec  
BBA Finance  
Parties on Sundays. Especially those at 25 Conley. Touting is at the end. Watch out for the switchers. If you are a tough one it then your going to be ok (patience) Thanks to my rite safe guy.

Stephen Zemlak  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA
Bachelor of Science

Sharon Barker
Ottawa, Ontario
BSc Hon. Biochemistry
"I have to go... I have to be back here at times, BMG sister. Clocks. Bio. Science words. You can see them under root letter jacket. I'm in charge of the janitor. 2 Jo. But. Suz. Jill. Wes + all - nurses sleep!"

Randy Barley
Montreal, Quebec
BSc Hon. Biology, Min. Geography
"It has been here truly excellent you, the great Bio Club events. Go and these. Just tube. hockey. Good times. Picking with the boys: FR, IN, BT, JD Quarters. Thanks to Steve, Wayne & Zig"

Allan Barley
Lévis, Quebec
BSc Computer Science, Min. Mathematics
"Wearing is it over? Greta thank all my class mates. Dr. D. Put stuff. The 1764 passes. Elin Zepeda. Kickback my broke out told guitar, and especially. Mom"

Mark Bisson
Halifax, N.S.
BSc Biology
"Life at Bishop's was a blur, now it is just part of my past. (Thank God) Thanks Mom and Dad. Good luck to all my friends in the future. Keep the pace and all your love with a dome!"

George Conn
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSc Computer Science

Sharon Dhaddallia
Nairobi, Kenya
BSc Hon. Biology
"If you out of Africa?" "ISA MIR Super Reserved X. Mon 92 Sun 92 Lani Pat! "Akis Tea! SLERTA FOREVER! Sharon, Sandhya, Amu, Kariy, Ray, Hassan, Cia, Sue, Lu, Love, Vani! Mon + Luc + D Thanks! All = M + D"

Luc Dion
Fleurimont, Quebec
BSc Hon. Math, Min. Computer Science
"Let's go on for a meeting now. Jeff don't forget the Montreal rock you promised me"

Linda Gilchrist
Lévisville, Quebec
BSc Biology
"It's been great here at Bishop, but it's time to move on. Special thanks to Mom, Dad and Aunt for your support. Thanks CT and HD for all of your help. Good luck to all my friends!"
Ian A. Gengos  “Bungee”  
St. Albert, Alberta 
BSc, Biology  
Four years goes fast when you’re having fun! Thanks to all my friends, we left a mark on this place, and it will be on us. Best of luck to all and keep in touch. Love to Mom & Dad.

Glen C. Henzell  
Kirkland, Quebec  
BSc, Computer Science  
MSc, Math. F.M. Tech. Tooh cottage with LC. MM. MM. MASH. FIS. SD. TG. DK. SR. BB. Retroman
Also thanks to my parents, I love them very much! See you in Canada!

Matt Hiltz  
Moncton, N.B.  
BSc, Biology  
Abbott, TV, name sports, Delites food. All site studies. Shelly & Montreal, Carillon x Gage, T. Nice, Judy & the deeper Bio. Tech. The Great Little Lake. Steps & the G. Thmor Mom & Dad, Good luck CL&EG

Christopher Howard  
Don Mills, Ontario  
BSc, Chemistry  
Thanks Mom, Dad, Jon and Jill for all the love and support. Thanks to Hill & Fis for all the laughs, good luck to Moe. Thanks to all my room codes, States with Carol, Patti & Cat

Norah Hymn  
Charlottetown, P.E.I.  
BSc, Mathematics  
POTATO. “So long and thanks for all the fish” D. Adams

Kimberley Inson  
Nassau, Bahamas  
BSc, Physics, Mr. Math  
If I was on a rafting I’d kick off my shoes. — Billy Paul  
Hill x 2. Never forget me, Mr. Hill x3. All the best at the land MM, S in play, KO & Gold. Coach, House, Mouse, M & D. No. 10. 301 forever

Dan Juidiko  
Lévisville, Quebec  
BSc, Computer Science, Mr. Math  
Went there!! 3 long years but filled with great memories. No more homework from the computer users or long hours in the CCC. Thanks to KK, TR, MG, Kirk and Yoke. Good night 2

Carol Lavalliere  
Farnmore, Quebec  
BSc, Chemistry, Mr. Biology  
All the and Warkenchee Caro sadie. Kitty, Zygabi  
Advis. Mr. An Reyces. Good Bye.
Craig Andrew Lisotte
Saint John, N.B.
BSc, Chemistry
I can’t believe it has been 4 years already. School was ok. Life’s been so much fun and the skating was amazing. I have met so many great friends and I wish them the best.

Jennifer Perry
Dartmouth, N.S.
BSc, Hon, Biology, Mt. English
Remember this, it will be good for you to retrace this path when you have grown away and stand at the very center of the upper city. Thanks Mom and Dad and my friends.

Kirk Robinson
Lacolle, Quebec
BSc, Computer Science, Mt. Math, Geography
The use of a ladder is never meant to rest upon, but to hold a man’s foot long enough to enable him to put the other one higher. Thanks to M & D for RR & FR. To memories.

Ahmed Shaltami
BSc, Computer Science, Mt. Math

Wesley Sharrman
BSc, Hon, Chemistry

Jeff Shepard
Saint John, N.B.
BSc, Biology
Lake Pl. Sfells NYCC. Up the hill, BSC. Cape Cod. Portsmouth, Newport, B & J, 87. YL, skating & squash. Thanks M & D. DM. SS, MN, SB and special TW.

Sally Taylor
Vancouver, BC
BSc, Physics
Paddock ours party. Dominant, Martie and Gertrude. Great luck to all the OX WP’s. It was a Hard. Thanks to M & D. BW RR and FB.

Stephen Watson (Stubby)
Kirkland, Quebec
BSc, Computer Science, Mt. Mathematics
I can’t believe thinking I knew so much. Bishop’s taught me that I still have much to learn. Everyone’s Knode is out of here. Thanks to all the sunny-sisters.

Photo Not Available
Continuing Education

Barbara
St. Sebastian, Quebec
Certificate in Foreign Languages

Helen Mahdavi
Montreal, Quebec
Certificate in Administration
It is more painful to do nothing than something

Jaqueline Poynte
Sherbrooke, Quebec
Certificate in Fine Arts
It has been a very enriching and enlightening experience at Bishop's

[Images of two men and two women]
EDUCATION CLASS 1993

FRONT ROW (L to R): Randi Heatherington, Marcus McKinnon, Roselyn de Balts (secretary), Colleen Servant, Carol Moohey (Director of Practice Teaching), Tohya Macdonald, Dr. Duffy Van Bal Kom (Chair Graduate school of Education), Mark McKinley, Dr. Terry Gahdell (Professor), Julie Assman, Anna Rumin (Professor), Martha Ham, Stephen Reauld, Norma Humphrey. BACK ROW (L to R): Scott Marill, Darryl Reiter, Judy Morrison, Stephanie Smith, Sue Boyer, Bob Carey, Will McGowan, Libby Aschah, Angie Metayer, Gari Kelso, Tanya Belinehaneu, Dominique Jackson, Allison Robins, Julie Carmichael, Carol Borde, Catherine Scott, Kim Cox, Andy Bryan, Liz Johnson, Jamie Seld, Fraser Berthram, Heidi Miller. MISSING: Mr. Vance Patterson (Professor), Mr. Gary Auchinleck (Professor).
AND ALSO GRADUATING:

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Maria Kalamara

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Gordon Cross
Stephen Bedard
Graig Dallaire

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Scott Allen
Jean Bergeron
Robert C. Bombardier
Mark Joseph Coyne
Gordon R. Cutis
Patrick F. Delage

BACHELOR OF ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Wendy Lynn Booth
Andre Gibb
Nathalie Jegers
Chong Heang Lee
Sean Rowe, B.A.

MASTER OF ARTS
Cleophes Belvin, B.A., D.Ed.
Stephen A. Moore, B.T., B.A.

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCE
Michael Mansour

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Claude Charpentier
Alan Leonard Chattoe
Teresa Dawn Cumberland
Patrick William Hearne
Meredith Heinrich
Erin Holmes
Jennifer Michelle Jones
Ellen Moultin-Leggatt
Ilona Sennettova-Jerabkova
Alexander Thomas Taylor
Anthony George Bell
Kerry Anne Brock
Debra Lee Clough
Marlilyn F. Cox
Christian Daigle
Donald H. Dann
Michael Dietrich
Charlton Farmer
Craig Fisher
John H. Fox
Sophie Gailloux
Andre Glisin Gele
Alana Susan Gallant
Mark Caron, B.A.

THOMAS MORE INSTITUTE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Cyril Vincent Francis
Doris Hille Rooney
Irene Meneau

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Lloyd Perkins, B.Sc., Dip. Ed., D.A.S.
Robert Setlarkwe, D.Ed.

DIPLOMA IN ADVANCE STUDIES IN EDUCATION
Real Bedard, B.A.
Brian W.J. Rock, B.A., D.Ed.

CERTIFICATE
Simone Beaudoin
Brigitte De Cia
Claude Nadeau

Dianne Prahn, B.Ed., T.E.S.L.
Kathryn Standish
Annie Yergeau

Pierre Mongrain, B.A.
Suzy Mouradian
Eric Ralph Schmidtke
Dominique St-Aubin
David Josek Stankaitis
Martin Turcotte

Andrew Graham Giffens
Michael J. S. Grand
Susan Gresley-Jones
Timothy J. Guild
Lianne A. Hall
James Andrew Hunter
Adonios Karalis
Patrick B. Keeley
Brian R. Kerr
D avid King
Tamatha Labelle
Tina Lyrette
Ian J. Maxwell
Kevin Barry McCann
Sean McDonald
Lorraine Meullier
Owen William Rhys Morgan
Pirre Morin
Mitchell Woodman Ross
Christopher Hall Rowe
Tommaso Saiano
Paul Scott
Edward H.W. Spence
Leanne Stewart
PROFFESORS 1992-93
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION:

Prof. S.D. Barlow
Prof. S.A.F.A. Bequet
Prof. J.L. Bowey
Prof. J.P.H. Castle
Prof. R.L. Drolet

Dr. M.M. El-Bassouassi
Mr. D. Glezos
Dr. M. Kaltenbach
Prof. S.E.L. McRea
Prof. V. Odstigl

Prof. T.F. Robertson
Prof. W.J. Robson
Prof. R.B. Schenk
Prof. J.A. Scott
Mr. A.A. Taseen

Mr. M. Webb
Dr. L. Zubieta

DIVISION OF HUMANITIES
DEAN: Dr. G.V. Ritzleff

CLASSICAL STUDIES
Dr. P. Cowie
Dr. D. Scalle

DRAMA
Dr. I. Gaskell
Dr. L. Green
Dr. J. Rittenhouse
Dr. G. Tuck

ENGLISH
Dr. J. Brown
Mr. S. Bruhm
Dr. J. Craig
Dr. D. Fischlin
Dr. K.H. McLain
Dr. J.S. Norman
Mr. S. Sheeran
Ms. S. Ward
Dr. G.G. Wickens

ETUDES FRANCAISE ET QUEBECOISE
Mr. B. Boutin
Dr. M. Carle
Dr. J. Lecasseur
Dr. M.A. Parmentier
Mdme. D. Potvin

Prof. L.G. Harvey
Prof. C.B. Thompson
Dr. K.H. Wegert

Mr. G. Di Lullo

FINE ARTS
Prof. J. Benson
Mrs. O. Benazon
Prof. M. Lawther
Mrs. M. Nadeau-Saumier
Prof. D. Sorensen

ITALIAN
Prof. D. Kuepper
Prof. D.K.H. Riegel

MUSIC
Dr. H.F. Brown
Dr. J.D. Eby
Dr. A.P. MacDonald

PHILOSOPHY
Dr. G.F. Englebretsen
Dr. W.A. Shearson

RELIGION
Dr. R.W.F. Forrest
Dr. H.W. White

SPANISH
Ms. C. Dudemaine

GERMAN

HISTORY
Dr. R.B. Burns
Dr. M.J. Childs
Prof. C. Fish

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
DEAN: Dr. C.G. Rose

ECONOMICS
Prof. R.F.J. Barnett
Mr. K. Baxter
Prof. G.S. Groves
Dr. K. Rielly
Prof. F.A. Siddiqui
Mr. J.E. Thorne
Ms. M.A. Vigneault

GEOGRAPHY
Dr. H. Amery
Dr. J.D. Booth
Dr. M.J. Fox
Ms. M. Hall-Beyer

Dr. I.M. Muhl
Dr. L. Rowna
Dr. A.J. Shritcl
Dr. G.E. Tucker
Dr. L.T. Woods

Dr. A.F. de Man
Dr. A. Drumheller
Dr. G. Family
Dr. S.J. McKelvie
Dr. L. Moller
Dr. L.G. Standing
Dr. D. Stout

POLITICAL STUDIES
Dr. A.P. Johnson

PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. S.L. Black

SOCIOLOGY
Dr. M.H. Clarke-Jones
Dr. A. Czernis
Dr. M.M. Engelgauj
Ms. J. Pocock
Dr. E. Taborsky

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
DEAN: Dr. R.D. Cook

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Dr. D.F. Brown
Dr. K.S. Cole
Mr. B.A. Heise
Dr. K. Moore
Dr. R.K.J. van Hulst

CHEMISTRY
Dr. C.L. Arnott
Dr. A.P. Brown
Dr. J.D. Craik
Prof. G.H. Hickie
Dr. R.B. Yeats

COMPUTER SCIENCES
Mr. L.G. Jensen
Mr. D. Voulouris

Dr. A.P. Dean
Dr. C.S. Lin
Dr. L. Liveshits
Prof. M. Rhodes
Dr. C.T. Tsai

PHYSICS
Dr. T.S. Nagpal
Dr. L.A. Nelson

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dr. W.D. Van Balkom
Mrs. C. Mooney
Mr. Z. Loney
Mr. V.E. Patterson
# Prize List Graduating Year

## Proficiency Prizes
- The Governor General’s Gold Medal
- The Governor General’s Silver Medal
- The Chancellor’s Prize
- The Vice-Chancellor’s Prize
- The President’s Prize
- The Vice-President’s Prize
- The Hon. G. Howard Ferguson Cup and the Chief Justice Greenshields Prize
- The Webster Prize
- The Sherbrooke and District University Women’s Club Ellen H. Healy Prize
- The Lord Strathcona Medal
- The Antonio Johnson Award

## Department and University Prizes
- The Bardall Prize for Continuing Education
- The University Prize in Biochemistry
- The Arthur N. Langford Prize in Biology
- The J. K. Mcleather Prize in Biology
- The John B. Fellows Memorial Prize in Business Administration
- P.H. Scouen Memorial Prize in Entrepreneurship
- The Charles Kingsmill Memorial Prize in Business Administration (Accounting)
- The University Prize in Business Administration (Accounting)
- Eastern Townships Chartered Accountants Association Prize
- The University Prize in Business Administration (Finance)
- The University Prize in Business Administration (General)
- The University Prize in Business Administration (Human Resources)
- The University Prize in Business Administration (Management Science)
- The University Prize in Business Administration (Marketing)
- The University Prize in Business Administration (B.A. Major)
- The Memorial Prize in Chemistry
- The Society of Chemical Industry Award
- The Mackie Prize in Classical Studies
- The University Prize in Computer Science
- The University Prize in Humanities
- Divisional Major
- The Ephemia Ross Prize in Drama
- The William Prize in Social Sciences
- Divisional Major
- The John W. Y. Smith Prize in Economics
- The Mackie Prize in English
- The F.E. Meredith Memorial Prize in English
- The University Prize in Fine Arts
- The Practice Teaching Prize
- The Professor E.H. Yarrill Prize in Modern Languages
- The Bandura Prize for Certificate in Foreign Languages
- The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in French
- The Lieutenant Roddie Lawrence Prize in French
- The University Prize in Geography
- Canadian Association of Geographers Prize
- The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in German
- The Roderick Thaler Memorial Prize in History
- The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in Italian
- The University Prize in Music
- The Professor T.W.L. MacDermot Memorial Prize in Political Studies
- The Prof. E.A. Prince Memorial Prize — Honours Thesis in Pol. Studies
- The University Prize in Applied Psychology
- The University Prize in Sociology
- The Ambassador of Spain Prize in Spanish

## Graduate School of Education
- The Charles M'Burney Prize
- The Alan Jones Memorial Prize

---

Lloyd Perkins
Ilona Sommersov-Jefikova
Kimberly I. McKell
Claude Charpentier
Lorraine H. Meilleur
Jana Valkova
Aleksandra Woods
Ellen Legault
Paulette A. Alberts
Kimberly I. McKell
Jennifer L. Perry
Stephanie Lynn Smith
Josephine E. Sciorino
A. Cameron Phillips
Kimberly I. McKell
George Conn
Sharon L. Barker
Sharoppal Kaur
Dhaliwal
Randy Barley
Joel Elisabeth Lundevik
Christopher R. Gibbs
Stephanie Lynn Smith
Kimberly I. McKell
Marc C. Normand
Tom J. Hamilton
Joel Elisabeth Lundevik
Jennifer Anne McGee
Joanne M. Jacques
Kimberly I. McKell
Tara Henderson
Stephanie Lynn Smith
Wesley M. Sharman
Wesley M. Sharman
J. Meagan Gaskell
Stephan Bedard
Kristin R. Hood
Thomas J. Bailey
Paula A. Hopkins
F. Hugh Dale-Harris
Kimberley A. Johnson
Cindy M. Carbol
Robby A. Rogers
Anouchka L. Prabde
Icedyne Doreen Catvert
Brigitte De Cai
Manon Michel
Manon Michel
Tamaras S. Finlay
Tamaras S. Finlay
Aleksandra Woods
James A. Gamble
Lori L. Marek
Janet L. Evans
Robert J. Johnston
Timothy A. Hill
Claude Charpentier
Faybiann Lisa Beaudoin
Judy Killam
Heidi K. Miller
Suzanne J. Bower
Prize List Undergraduate Years

The Col. Arthur Mills Prize for
Real All-Around First Year Student
The Charles A. Shearson Memorial Prize
The Alumni Prize U-1
The Alumni Prize U-2
The Alumni Prize U-1
The Alumni Prize U-2
The Ross Hunter Prize
The University Prize (U-2) in Biochemistry
The Arnold N. Schoch Prize in Biology
The Leo Sepp Prize in Biology
The University Prize (U-2) in
Business Administration (B.B.A.)
Eastern Townships Chartered Accountants
Association Prize
The Chemical Rubber Company
Achievement Award
The Chemistry Faculty Prize
The Prince of Wales Prize in Classical Studies
The Albert Kwong Memorial Prize in
Computer Science
The University Prize (U-2) in Humanities
—
Divisional Major
The University Prize (U-2) in Drama
Lennoxville & District Women's Centre
Prize in Drama
The University Prize (U-2) in Economics
The Archdeacon R. E. Scott Prize in English
The Honourary President's Prize in English (U-2)
The Stannil Prize for Excellence in Writing
The University Prize (U-2) in Fine Arts
The University Prize (U-2) in French
The University Prize (U-2) in Geography
The Republic of Austria Prize in German
The Mr. & Mrs. Duk Prize in History
The Irving Prize in Mathematics
The University Prize (U-2) in Mathematics
The Howard Brown Prize in Music

Scholarship List

The George H. Tomlinson Memorial
Scholarship in Science
Prof. E.A. Prince Memorial Scholarship in
Political Studies
The Jane Quin Mitchell Scholarships in Drama
The Sir Herbert Marler Memorial Scholarship in
Political Studies
The M. Georgia Mills Scholarship in Music
The Lank Scholarship
Anthony W. Preston Memorial Scholarship
Thomas M. Ransom

Shannon Wall
Betty-Lynn Wilkinson
Jeannette M. Ettel
Vicky Coupal
Mark P. Boulton
Michael E. Forsythe
Timothy D. Wallace
Lucie Dupuis
Colleen B. Leroy
Michael E. Forsythe
Sara C. Rodie
Marionne Provancher
Julie Leblond
Helena Bardati
Colin Fassby
Alice A. Hartling
Ho King Cheung
R. Hunter S. Fraser
Sheila M. Thomas
Kimberly Kerr
Sean McGrath
Sheila M. Thomas
Philip E. Tinker
Lisa N. Guenther
Mona Godbout
Bonnie J. Lidstone
Darren P. Bardati
Vicky Coupal
Leah P. Nash
Colin Fassby
Dominic Brouin
Allan R. Ross
Chloë Cloutier
Leah P. Nash
Silvan Bellamy
Brigitte Parent
Janet L. Evans
Dominique Nicol
Heather L. Prud'homme
Leah P. Nash
Lisa N. Guenther
Christopher Burns
Joshua M. Aberant
Christopher A. Jones
Laurie C. Scott
Thomas M. Ransom
David A. Harris
Caroline F. Viens

Lucie Dupuis
Dina O'Leary
Graham P. Price
Orrick M. White
Claire Cloutier
Johanna E. Tarn
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In your hands is the result of hundreds of hours of hard work and frustration. I hope that whether you are a frosh or a grad that you will be able to look back at this book from time to time with fond memories and remember your time at Bishop’s. I have tried to include the many different aspects of Bishop’s from sports to theatre, past to present, (take note of the cover). This book is a collection not only of words and pictures but of memories past and present. My goal was to produce a book that would accomplish this. I hope I have succeeded. When I returned to Bishop’s in the fall after spending a year being brainwashed in Kingston, I was approached to edit the yearbook again and after debating the pros and cons for about two weeks and being encouraged by my friends and sisters I accepted the job. I would like to take this chance to thank all of them for their support and confidence in my ability.

This book was not only the result of my hard work but of many: Bob Surrnette, a constant at every event with his camera; Nancy Hanna, photographer extraordinaire, Kim Johnston, club’s editor and the last member of the staff and the only frosh, Sherri Owens who had a great time with the RA’s and the Drama department. Thank you all of you for your help and support. I also have to thank all of those who gave me pictures especially my sisters of Alpha Delt Pi and my friends. Good luck to all of you in the future.

L&L Shani
+ ALPHIE
In Memorium

Joseph Gallagher

It was with great sadness that the Bishop’s community mourned the sudden loss of Joseph Gallagher in the late evening of November 22, 1992. In his capacity as Director of Housing and Food Services since August 1989, Joe had shown himself to be a tireless advocate and supporter of students and student leaders. Joe worked extremely hard to improve the residence program to place more emphasis on serving the student’s needs and improving residence atmosphere and repeatedly went out of his way to assist those in need. It was these efforts which inspired great loyalty and affection from students and co-workers alike.

The Student’s Representative Council, the R.A. staff, and his many friends throughout the Bishop’s and Champlain College communities have lost a dear and valuable friend. He will be missed and his efforts and friendship will not be forgotten.